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(ABSTRACT) 

This study focuses on the Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) model for representing 

terrain. A TIN is a vector representation of terrain composed of vertices, lines, and triangular 

polygons. The elevation values are stored in the vertices. TINs are used in Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) for terrain analyses. In particular 1 compare TIN extraction methods. 

A TIN extraction method is a method in which points are selected from a raster Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) in order to construct a TIN. Evaluations of TIN extraction methods have been 

performed in the past. However, none have compared the TIN extraction methods with terrain 

texture. This study compared and analyzed the four most popular TIN extraction methods: VIP, 

Hierarchy, Drop Heuristic, and LATTICETIN. Comparison of the TIN extraction methods was 

based on the 90" percentile of the absolute error, the absolute error being the absolute difference 

between TIN elevation and DEM elevation at each point. The results indicated that LATTICETIN 

yielded the lowest 90" percentile errors for all types of terrain textures and Drop Heuristic was 

second best in most instances. The Hierarchy method was superior to VIP when less than 12% of 

the original DEM points were selected. When 12% of the original DEM points were selected, 

VIP outperformed the Hierarchy method. A correlation was found among TIN accuracy and 

terrain texture. There was a direct relationship between the two variables.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction 

1.1 GIS and TINs 

The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has become very prominent in recent years 

with the advent of affordable computer resources. GIS is a useful tool to people who work in 

areas such as the environment, utilities industry, business, local government, planning, and 

emergency response. A GIS is made up of the computer hardware, software, and personnel that 

use and maintain it. Users of GIS require a representation of the earth’s resources in computer 

format in order to query and analyze the desired data. A GIS supports this need because it stores, 

manipulates, and generates new spatial data. A GIS incorporates a database linked to map layers 

(i.e. water, topography, vegetation, transportation, utilities, etc.). Through various analyses, the 

data may be manipulated and new data may be generated. 

Digital representations and analyses of terrain are very important in environmental 

applications of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In the United States, most terrain analyses 

are performed with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Digital Elevation Models 

(DEMs). DEMs are digital representations of the terrain in raster format. Each pixel has a single 

elevation value which is assigned to every point within the area associated with the pixel. 

An alternative to the USGS DEMs is the Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). A TIN is a 

vector representation of terrain. This type of elevation model uses contiguously joined triangles to 

represent elevation. Elevation values are stored in the vertices of the triangles. TINs may be 

extracted from DEMs in an effort to minimize the number of data points required to accurately 

represent the terrain. Thus, TINs are a method of compression for DEMs. 

There are different methods for selecting the TIN vertices. Some methods may yield better 

results than others when compared to the DEM from which the TINs were extracted. The four 

methods that will be compared in this study are VIP (Very Important Points), Hierarchy, Drop



Heuristic, and ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN. The goal of this comparison is to see which TIN 

extraction method performs best for a given terrain texture. The best method being the method 

which most closely resembles the DEM from which the TIN was extracted. 

1.2 Background and Purpose of Study 

Two very important articles provide the foundation for my thesis. They are Jay Lee’s 

“Comparison of Existing Methods for Building Triangular Irregular Network Models of Terrain 

from Grid Digital Elevation Models” and “An Intensive Comparison of Triangulated Irregular 

Networks (TINs) and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)” by Mark Kumler. Both articles deal 

with the extraction of TINs from DEMs. 

1.2.1 TIN Extraction Investigation by Lee 

In 1991, Jay Lee noted the need for someone to “evaluate the existing methods for building 

triangular irregular network models of terrain from grid digital elevation models” (Lee, 1991). 

These TIN models were created by extracting points from DEMs. He compared three methods. 

They were the Filter, Hierarchy, and Drop Heuristic methods. In order to allow comparison 

between the methods, the stopping point was kept uniform by selecting a predetermined number 

of points. Even though the Skeleton method was the earliest TIN extraction method, Lee chose 

not to incorporate it into the study because the stopping point cannot be restricted to a maximum 

number of points. Lee used the Hierarchy method algorithm of DeFloriani, et al (1984), the Filter 

method algorithm of Chen and Guevara (1987), and his own Drop Heuristic method algorithm 

(1991).



1.2.1.1 Skeleton Method 

Fowler and Little wrote their Skeleton method algorithm in 1979. This method creates a TIN 

in two phases. Phase one identifies the “surface-specific” structural points (peaks, pits, passes) 

and set of lines (ridges and channels). ““Surface-specific’ means that the selection of these 

elements is governed by the detail of the surface” (Fowler & Little, 1979, 199). These points 

were selected by passing a filter over the data. Phase two of the method progressively adds 

support points to the TIN. If a point exceeds a specified tolerance value, that point is added to 

the triangulated data set. 

1.2.1.2 Hierarchy Method 

In 1984, DeFloriani, et al, wrote an algorithm based on a hierarchical methodology. Their 

Hierarchy algorithm approximates the surface “at successively finer levels of detail by tnangular 

patches whose projections in the horizontal plane are nested” (DeFloriani, et al, 1984, 183). The 

triangulation starts with two triangles encompassing the entire DEM. Then, the poimt in the DEM 

that is found to be most unique to the three triangle vertices (has the greatest error between the 

interpolated value and the actual value) is added to the triangulation. The algorithm iteratively 

adds new points to the triangulation until the stopping point is reached. Each new point sub- 

divides the triangle it is in into three new triangles. 

1.2.1.3 VIP (Very Important Points) Method 

In 1987, Chen and Guevara developed an algorithm for constructing TINs. Their VIP 

algorithm is characteristic of a Filter algorithm. “The VIP method visits all points just once and 

from there performs procedures for point selection without further computation” (Lee, 1991, 

271). The algorithm selected Very Important Points (VIPs). VIPs are the points that are most



unique in relation to their adjacent points. The VIPs are selected by passing a 3x3 window over 

the DEM. The center point is compared to its eight neighbors. Only the most significant points 

(largest absolute difference in value) are included in the final triangulation (Lee, 1991). “The 

point selection procedures used in this method are based on local information - the spatial 

relationship established by the three-by-three filter. It offers no guarantee of, or attempt to test, 

global fitness between the surfaces described by the extracted TIN and the grid DEM” (Lee, 1991, 

271). 

1.2.1.4 Lee’s Drop Heuristic Method 

In 1989, Lee wrote an algorithm characteristic of a retriangulation algonthm. A 

retriangulation algorithm computes a new triangulation which may affect more than one triangle in 

each iteration. His Drop Heuristic method begins with all the points in the DEM contained in the 

triangulation. Then, the least important points are discarded from the data set. The least 

important points are those whose removal causes the least difference in elevation between the TIN 

and the DEM. The remaining points comprise the TIN data set. 

1.2.1.5 Lee’s Findings 

Lee tested the three TIN methods on only one DEM. The DEM he used was a 128 x 128 

windowed portion of a USGS 7.5-minute grid DEM. He extracted TINs of various sizes for each 

method. The number of points in the TINs corresponded to 3%, 6%, and 12% of the points 

contained in the original DEM. Analyses were conducted in order to evaluate the performance of 

each method. “The evaluation of the three conversion methods is based on the differences in 

elevation computed between grid DEM and TIN surfaces” (Lee, 1991, 276). Lee’s premise was



that the closer a TIN surface was to the original surface, the better the performance of the method 

selected. 

The essential weakness of Lee’s evaluation was that he tested the methods on only one DEM. 

He compared the performance of the methods by the absolute values of the mean of differences in 

elevation. The results of his comparison were that the Drop Heuristic method performed the best, 

the Hierarchy method was the second best, and the VIP method was the worst. He also found that 

TINs showed general improvements in representing topographic information as more points were 

added. 

Furthermore, Lee found each method to have its own advantages. The Hierarchy method 

selected the fewest points in regions of more gentle relief. The Drop Heuristic method selected 

grid points more evenly spatially distributed across different degrees of relief. The VIP method 

was better than the other methods at identifying local peaks and pits. 

1.2.2 TIN Extraction Investigation by Kumler 

Kumler’s primary goal was “to compare the efficiencies of TINs and regular gridded DEMs in 

representing a wide variety of surfaces” (Kumler, 1994, 6). His secondary goal was to compare 

the various methods of selecting vertices for a TIN. In order to acquire a representative sample of 

the numerous terrain types found in the United States, he based the selection on the terrain 

classification systems of Nevin Fenneman (1928) and Edwin Hammond (1964a, 1964b). Their 

systems divided the United States into homogenous terrain regions. He chose a balanced set of 

twenty-five study areas. 

Kumler created TINs from DEMs and from contours. The two methods Kumler tested are 

those that create TINs from DEMs; and the methods were ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN and VIP.



LATTICETIN differs from VIP in that LATTICETIN considers a greater amount of elevation data 

than VIP in its point selection procedure. 

1.2.2.1 ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN Method 

Initially, LATTICETIN, a retriangulation algorithm, subdivides the elevation model into 

regular triangular patches of a manageable size. These patches are constructed from the four 

comer points and four points selected along the DEM edges. The algorithm then visits each 

triangle, compares the elevation of the triangle to the elevation of each interior DEM point, and 

computes the maximum vertical distance error within each tnangle. After each triangle is 

assessed, the triangle which has the largest error in it has that point added to the triangulation. The 

triangulation is updated and adjusted globally and each triangle is assessed again. It is an iterative 

process which ends once the largest distance error is less than a user-set error tolerance (ESRI, 

1994, Kumler, 1994). 

1.2.2.2 Kumler’s Findings 

Kumler created TINs with approximately one tenth of the number of points that were in the 

original DEM. The main basis of assessment was the absolute error measure (absolute difference 

between the DEM value and TIN value at all points). He chose to consider the 90" percentile of 

this error measure. In this manner, a few skewed outlier values did not effect the analysis. In 

every study area DEM, the LATTICETIN TINs yielded a lower 90" percentile error than the VIP 

TINs. He concluded that the VIP procedure is inferior to LATTICETIN in selecting a good subset 

of grid points to represent the overall surface.



1.2.3 Purpose and Objectives of My Study 

The purpose of my study is to combine and unify the previous works of Lee and Kumler. My 

first objective is to incorporate all of the methods presented in Lee’s and Kumler’s studies. I test 

and compare four TIN extraction methods: VIP, Hierarchy, Drop Heuristic, and LATTICETIN. 

The criterion I used for my comparison for accuracy of TIN extraction methods is the absolute 

error measure (Absolute Error = |DEM value - TIN value]). Both Lee and Kumler had used this 

error measure as a basis of comparison. By using the same measure of error in my study, the 

results of my experiments may be more directly compared to the results of Lee’s and Kumler’s 

work. In addition, I incorporate Kumler’s procedure of calculating the 90" percentile absolute 

errors so extremely skewed values would not bias the analysis. 

My objective for selecting test data DEMs is to provide a broad and comprehensive set of 

representative terrain types in order to investigate the applicability of methods in relation to 

various terrain categories. I do not agree with Lee’s choice of testing the algorithms on only one 

DEM because a single DEM is hardly a representative sample. Hence, I prefer Kumler’s idea of 

choosing DEMs representative of the various terrain types found within the United States. Asa 

result, I incorporate Kumler’s approach for test data into my thesis. 

1.2.3.1 Test Data Objective for My Study 

My objective is to test the algorithms on DEMs of various terrain textures. For example, | 

chose representative DEMs from the Appalachian Mountains and the Rocky Mountains. The 

Appalachian Mountains were chosen because of the high variability of the terrain which is 

characteristic of the folded mountains. The Rocky Mountains were chosen due to their rugged 

topography and flat intermontane basins. In addition, I obtained some of the DEMs used by 

Kumler (1994) in his study as well as others that were readily available. I wanted to obtain data to



represent a broad variety of terrain textures. Kumler had obtained a “balanced set of study areas 

that is representative of the numerous terrain types found in the United States. To acquire such a 

representative sample, selection was based on the terrain classification systems of Nevin 

Fenneman and Edwin Hammond. These two seminal works are widely respected by geographers, 

geomorphologists, and geologists for their division of the United States into relatively 

homogenous terrain regions” (Kumler, 1994, 6). 

1.2.3.2 Terrain Classifications Used in My Study 

The landforms represented in my study can be classified into four categories. These 

categories may be defined by the amount and kind of slope and local relief. The four categones 

are mountains, hills, plains, and plains with localized high relief. The plains with localized high 

relief can be further sub-divided into two groups: plains with hills and mountains and tableland or 

plateau. 

1.2.3.2.1 Mountains Class 

Mountains have originated in different ways such as folding, faulting, erosion, and volcanism. 

The mountain category includes the Fenneman provinces Ridge & Valley, Blue Ridge, Northern 

Rocky Mountains, Southern Rocky Mountains, and Cascade-Sierras. This category also includes 

the Anchorage, AK and Honolulu, HI areas. 

The Appalachian Mountain system contains the Ridge & Valley and Blue Ridge provinces. 

This mountain system is an example of simple folding, or wrinkling of the earth’s crust. Folding 

occurs in response to slow lateral compression. 

The Rocky Mountains may be classified as domed ranges. This system was created through 

volcanic activity and thrust-faulting. Glaciation has also helped shape the mountains. The various



regions of the Rockies may have different characteristics. For instance, the Southern Rocky 

Mountain province has broad intermontane basins which separate ranges (Thornbury, 1965). The 

Northern Rocky Mountains are complex due to the major overthrusts and glaciation. An 

overthrust occurs when extremely folded rock breaks and the upper part of the fold slides over the 

lower (Gabler, et al, 1991). This gives this part of the Rockies a more jagged appearance. 

The North American mountain ranges along the Pacific Ocean have been formed by fault 

activity and volcanism. Anchorage, AK is in the Alaska Range. This area was formed by 

volcanic activity and is more heavily glaciated than the Northern and Middle Rockies. The 

Cascade-Sierras were also created through volcanic activity. Located in the Cascade-Sierras is 

Crater Lake. Crater Lake is the best known caldera in North America. It formed when a violent 

eruption caused the summit of a stratovolcano to collapse (Gabler, et al, 1991). The Pacific Coast 

province is also characterized by volcanic mountains. 

Honolulu, HI has a mountainous topography created by volcanism; much like oceanic islands. 

This terrain is the most complex. “Heavy rains, accompanied by stream cutting and sliding of the 

soft basalt upland, cause the steep corrugated cliffs called ‘pali’” (Gabler, et al, 1991, 445). Also, 

there are many closely spaced ravines with steep gradients (Thornbury, 1965). This is what gives 

this area its very complex composition. 

1.2.3.2.2 Hills Class 

The hill category includes the Fenneman provinces Appalachian Plateau and Interior 

Lowlands. Hills have steep slopes but usually have less local relief than mountains. “They have 

more level land, larger summits, and shorter and less steep slopes” (Gabler, et al, 1991, 357). 

Both provinces have gently rolling plateau surfaces which have experienced stream dissection 

(Thornbury, 1965). These provinces fall near, but not within, the Appalachian Mountain System.



1.2.3.2.3 Plains Class 

The plains category includes the Fenneman provinces Coastal Plain, Great Plains, St. 

Lawrence Valley, and Piedmont. The Coastal Plains were formed by the deposition of continental 

sediments. This area was submerged by the Atlantic Ocean. Subsequent uplift of the continental 

shelf exposed the surface (Thornbury, 1965). The region has experienced some stream erosion 

and marine erosion. The marine erosion is apparent in the coastal terraces that were developed. 

The state of Florida is found within this province; however, it has one major difference. The 

difference is that karst features are found in Central Florida. Such features produce large 

sinkholes in the topography. The Piedmont is characterized by its rolling topography. The rolling 

topography has been caused by varying degrees of uplift and erosion. “The surface of the 

Piedmont has long been exposed to weathering processes” (Thornbury, 88, 1965). The region is 

made up of crystalline rocks and sedimentary rocks. The crystalline rocks are not easily eroded 

while the sedimentary rocks are easily eroded. Although the St. Lawrence Valley is located in the 

Ridge and Valley province, it may be characterized as a plain. This is because this region is 

located in a continuous lowland. This region has also experienced glacial erosion. The Great 

Plains are interior plains which formed by the deposition of sediments from Rocky Mountain 

erosion (Thornbury, 1965). This region has experienced some uplift. These plains are usually 

more rolling and have moderate relief. 

1.2.3.2.4 Plains with Localized High Relief Class 

There are plains with localized high relief. The plains with hills and mountains include the 

Basin & Range province. The tableland or plateau includes the Colorado Plateau. The plains with 

hills and mountains of the Basin & Range region have come about due to the rising or falling of 

crustal blocks along faults. This causes a succession of sediment filled basins and parallel 
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mountain ranges. The tableland or plateau which is characteristic of the Colorado Plateau is “the 

result of general uplifting of the land, which triggers stream erosion and eventual dissection of the 

uplifted area” (Gabler et al, 1991, 359). In this case, the top layer of rock on a plateau, a 

permeable sandstone, is resistant to erosion. The sandstone absorbs precipitation so there is no 

subsequent surface runoff. 

1.2.3.3. Test Data Characterization 

The DEMs [ had available were USGS DEMs with a spatial resolution of 30 meters. The 

DEMs obtained from Dr. Mark Kumler were created from USGS Digital Line Graph (DLG) files. 

These DEMs were created by linear interpolation from contours by the CTOG (Contour to Grid), 

or DLG2DEM (DLG to DEM), method. This method was found to be more accurate than the 

other DEM creation methods and has been used by the USGS to create new DEMs. These DEMs 

also had a spatial resolution of 30 meters. The results of the analysis shall indicate how the 

different TIN methods performed for the different terrain textures. 

1.2.3.3.1 Terrain Texture Measure as Classification Metric 

Terrain texture values are computed for each DEM. Texture is a measure of how rough or 

smooth an image appears. Texture is a property of virtually all surfaces. It contains important 

information about the structural arrangement of surfaces and their relationship to the surrounding 

environment. “Texture is concerned with the spatial (statistical) distribution of gray tones” 

(Haralick, et al, 1973, 611). A gray tone is analogous to an elevation range. Dark tones represent 

low elevation values and light tones represent high elevation values. I used 256 different gray 

tones (categories) in the analysis. All of the DEM elevations were categorized based on an equal 

interval classification. This way I was able to standardize the data. “We can examine local 
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texture features by calculating a surface’s co-occurence matrix (gray-tone spatial dependence 

matrix). The 2D matrix consists of classified elevation values along one axis and the classified 

elevation values of some local neighborhood along the other” (Wood & Fisher, 1993, 50). From 

such a matrix, many texture measures can be calculated for an image. “Although it is quite easy 

for human observers to recognize and describe in empirical terms, texture has been extremely 

refractory to precise definition and to analysis by digital computers. Since the textural properties 

of images appear to carry useful information for discrimination purposes, it is important to 

develop features for texture” (Haralick, et al, 1973, 611). 

I measure terrain texture using the widely used PBMPLUS (Poskanzer, 1991) filter software. 

The module PGMTEXTURE (Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1991) calculates 14 

different texture measures based on spatial dependence matrices. I am most concerned with the 

Entropy measure because this measure contains the most inherent information about an image. 

Entropy is the measure of complexity found within an image. The greater the Entropy value, the 

greater the complexity (spatial variability) of the image. I use this texture measure to further 

classify the DEMs chosen for the study. I compare how each TIN extraction method performed in 

relation to my error metric and how it corresponds to the texture measure of the DEMs that were 

processed. 

1.3 Hypotheses 

Before the hypotheses for my study are presented, I will state the standard for accuracy. The 

standard for accuracy is how closely the extracted TIN resembles the original DEM. Accuracy 

will be measured by the 90" percentile of the absolute error measure. The absolute error measure 

will be computed by taking the absolute value of the difference in elevation between DEM and 

TIN at all points. Then, the 90" percentile of this error measure we be computed. A lower 90" 
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percentile error will indicate a more accurate representation of the terrain. Presented below are the 

three hypotheses that I propose to prove in accordance with the processing results of the TIN 

extraction methods as applied to the test data I have described in section 1.2.3. 

1.3.1 Hypothesis 1: Retriangulation Methods are the Most Accurate Regardless of Terrain 

Complexity 

My first hypothesis is that the retriangulation methods will perform better than the other 

methods. I believe the retriangulation methods will perform better because they use more 

information in the decision processes. Furthermore, ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN method will 

perform better than the Drop Heuristic method due to the fact that Delaunay triangulation 1s used 

to reconstruct the TIN throughout the point selection procedure. Delaunay triangulation is 

considered by many to be the best triangulation method (Fang & Piegl, 1993, Pieg! & Richard, 

1993, Tsai, 1993). 

1.3.2 Hypothesis 2: TIN Accuracy Varies Directly with Number of Elevation Points for a 

Given Level of Terrain Complexity 

The second hypothesis is that the addition of more points to a particular TIN will yield a more 

accurate representation of the terrain. 

1.3.3 Hypothesis 3: Magnitude of Error Varies Directly with Terrain Complexity for a 

Given Number of TIN Points 

The third hypothesis is that more TIN vertices will be needed to accurately describe more 

complex terrain. Therefore, for TINs with equal numbers of vertices, more complex terrain will 

have larger associated error measures. 
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CHAPTER 2 - Review of Elevation Models 

2.1 DEMs 

Digital Elevation Models are digital representations of the terrain in raster format. Each pixel 

in a DEM has a single elevation value which is assigned to every point within the area associated 

with the pixel. “Modern measuring techniques and sampling methods allow a very precise 

digitization of the earth’s surface. Today the available digital terrain models (DTM) are mostly a 

compromise between the desired high resolution and the affordable expense” (Schroder & 

Rossbach, 1994, 775). 

Some DEMs are based on regularly spaced square grids. The square grid has “arisen not from 

the phenomenon (terrain), nor even from data problems, but instead from convenient 

programming and machine storage” (Mark, 1979, 34). The only data required are the elevation 

data at points on the ground. The position of the cell on the ground 1s defined by the position of 

its elevation value in the data list. 

Most analyses in the United States are performed using the raster Digital Elevation Models 

(DEMs) that have been created by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). These USGS 

DEMs are easily obtainable because they are available to the public at an inexpensive price. The 

only cost to the customer is the actual cost of the magnetic tape or discs on which the data are 

stored. 

The USGS DEMs are available at three scales. The largest scale is the 7.5 minute DEM 

which corresponds to the 1:24,000 quadrangle maps which are also produced by the USGS. 

These DEMs have a spatial resolution of 30 meters in the horizontal direction and | meter in the 

vertical direction. The medium scaled DEM, 1:100,000, is the 30 minute DEM. They have a 

horizontal resolution of 2 arc-seconds and a vertical resolution of one meter. The smallest scaled 

DEM covers a | by | degree area which corresponds to one half of a 1:250,000 quadrangle map. 
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These DEMs have the coarsest horizontal resolution of 3 arc-seconds and a vertical resolution of 

one meter. 

2.2 TINs 

A TIN model is a vector representation of topography. Instead of storing elevations for every 

cell, as in a raster representation, elevations are stored only for the points that are most significant. 

Significant points are the points necessary to most accurately represent the terrain. From these 

points, triangles are formed to create the network. 

A good TIN model places more points in regions of rough or rugged topography and fewer 

points in regions of smooth topography. This is called selective sampling. Selective sampling is 

advantageous because a TIN reduces the volume of data while maintaining the pertinent 

information. As a result, “TINs have become increasingly popular because of their efficiency in 

storing data and their simple data structure for accommodating irregularly spaced elevation data” 

(Lee, 1991, 267). 

The TIN model is composed of points that have elevation values stored in them. From these 

points, or vertices, triangles are formed. For each irregular tessellation, the elevations across the 

triangular facets are interpolated. A TIN may approximate “the terrain surface by a piecewise 

linear function made of triangular patches” (Puppo, et al, 1994, 106) or by other interpolation 

methods. However, linear interpolation is most commonly used. “Terrain parameters such as 

slope, aspect, area and perimeter can be calculated for each triangular facet and stored as 

associated attributes of the facet” (Tsai, 1993, 502). This is true because each triangle has a 

constant gradient and a fixed aspect. 

The edges of the triangles represent slope breaks. The slope breaks effect the continuity of the 

surface. “Continuity is the mathematical property which ensures that it should be possible to 
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travel on the surface model from a sample point to its neighbours without any gap, that is, an 

elevation can be derived for any point in the terrain surface domain. This type of continuity is 

called C° continuity, which is usually acceptable for terrain representation purposes” (Pienovi & 

Spagnuolo, 1994, 786). However, a higher degree of continuity, C', may be obtained by requiring 

that the derivatives of the approximating function be continuous as well. A TIN isa C° 

representation of the terrain surface because it is a piecewise linear interpolation of the elevation 

data set. A triangulation is not a class C approximation due to the presence of the triangle edges 

across which the derivatives are not continuous. Since the derivatives are not continuous, jumps 

exist in the curvature function. Therefore, a TIN Model possesses C° continuity due to the edges 

of the triangles which represent slope breaks. 

2.3 TINs vs. DEMs 

The decision of which type of elevation model (i.e. TIN or DEM) to use is based upon what 

the user intends to analyze. “Both DEMs and TINs are widely used in geographical information 

systems (GIS) and other related fields for the representation of topography and terrain” (Lee, 

1991, 267). However, each method has its advantages and disadvantages. 

One disadvantage of the DEM is its sampling technique. DEMs are sampled using a regular 

square grid. Terrain data are not best represented by a regular grid (Mark, 1979, Lee, 1991, Tsai, 

1993, Puppo, et al, 1994). This is due to the fact that the grid cannot always conform to the 

surface variation. The sampling technique is nonadaptive (Schroder & Rossbach, 1994). “It is 

desirable to use a representation which is suited to the phenomenon under study and is not 

imposed by a sampling regime” (Fowler & Little, 1979, 199). Hence, a model that places more 

points in regions of great elevation variation is preferred. In theory, a TIN model is one such 
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terrain representation. However, when a TIN is created from a DEM, the sampling strategy is not 

truly adaptive. In such cases, the TIN adaptively samples from the DEM’s regular square grid 

sample. The adaptive sampling strategy of a TIN creates variable resolution. Variable resolution 

is the primary advantage of the TIN model (Fowler & Little, 1979, Tsai, 1993, Kumler, 1994). 

As a result of the variable resolution, fewer data points are required to construct a TIN. “The TIN 

model can accurately describe more complex surfaces and use less space and time than the grid 

cell data model of particular resolutions” (Tsai, 1993, 501). “Of particular resolutions” is the key 

phrase. For instance, very few points may be needed to accurately describe terrain with flat 

topography. In such cases, the advantage is attributable to the variable resolution. 

There are other advantages in using a TIN model as opposed to a DEM. To some users 

another advantage is the TIN data structure. “Data structures for DTM’s which correspond fairly 

well with the phenomenon structure as seen by the surveyor, the photogrammeter, or the 

cartographer already exist. Of these, the triangulated irregular network may have the greatest 

potential” (Mark, 1979, 35). Cartographers and GIS analysts consider the fact that the TIN can 

describe complex surfaces. For example, “the triangulated irregular network (TIN) model has 

been widely used in diverse applications in automated mapping, terrain surface modelling and 

analysis, and GIS” (Tsai, 1993, 521). Such applications include “the problems associated with 

spatial topology, automated contouring, two-and -half dimensional (2.5-D) visualization, surface 

drapes with other data, relief/ hill shading, volumetric and cut-fill analysis, surface 

characterization and reconstructions, and site visibility analyses on terrain surfaces” (Tsai, 1993, 

501). Presently, there seems to be an abundance of work being done on visibility algorithms 

using TINs. Researchers involved with visibility algorithms include George Nagy (1994), Leila 

DeFloriani and Paola Magillo (1994). This is a very appropriate use of the TIN because line-of- 

sight calculations are better represented using vector data rather than raster. Geomorphologists 
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may also prefer the TIN data structure because of its “set of irregular, contiguous, non-overlapping 

polygons, with boundaries generally having geomorphic significance” (Mark, 1979, 31). Mark 

goes on to say that “even if data are obtained in grid form originally, they should probably be 

converted to a more ‘natural’ form before data-structuring and eventual storage” (Mark, 1979, 

34). Mark believes the TIN data structure is a more natural form than the DEM. 

There are disadvantages associated with the TIN model. One disadvantage is that “the 

location of every point in a TIN must be specified in the x-, y-, and z-dimensions” (Kumler, 1994, 

2). While the DEM only stores the elevation value, the TIN has to store the (x,y) location data as 

well. In addition, “the per-point overhead of a TIN model is further increased by storing the 

topology of the points - the edges and adjacencies of the triangles” (Kumler, 1994, 3). For 

instance, although the number of data points in a TIN may be less than a corresponding DEM, 

depending on the variability of the terrain and the desired accuracy of the TIN, the file size of a 

TIN may, in fact, be much larger than that of a DEM. 

Another disadvantage of the TIN model at the present time is that many GIS packages do not 

include the capability of using a TIN model in analyses. A clear advantage of the DEM, is that a 

greater number of GIS packages can handle elevation data in the form of raster DEMs than TINs 

(Kumler, 1994). This is related to the fact that raster GIS lends itself to “easy” analysis. It is 

generally easier to compare map layers cell by cell than polygon by polygon, especially when the 

polygons in each layer vary in size and shape. 

2.4 Delaunay Triangulation 

The Delaunay triangulation is the straight-line dual of the Voronoi, or Thiessen, Polygons. 

Voronoi Polygons are formed by inserting perpendicular bisectors between the points in a data set 

(Figure 1). The Delaunay triangulation is “constructed by connecting the points whose 
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associated Voronoi polygons share a common edge. A Delaunay triangle is thus formed from 

three adjacent points whose associated Voronoi polygons meet at a common vertex, which is the 

centre of the circumscribed circle of the Delaunay triangle” (Tsai, 1993, 502). Furthermore, a 

Delaunay triangle has the property that its circumscribing circle does not contain any other point 

(Fang & Piegl, 1993). This property ensures that the points closest to each other are triangulated 

m order to yield a more accurate interpolation of the surface. The triangulation ts a flexible 

structure, able to fit a set of irregularly distributed shape constraints. “Though the Delaunay 

triangulation does not approximate the optimal triangulation, it is close to optimal on the average” 

(Tsai, 1993, 503). “Among all possible triangulations, the Delaunay triangulation has all the 

salient properties for terrain fitting and is thus usually used in TIN creation” (Tsai, 1993, 502). 

Some advantages of the Delaunay triangulation are that the triangles are as equiangular as 

possible and any point on the surface is as close as possible to a node (ESRI, 1994). Equiangular 

triangles lead to more accurate interpolation of the surface. This is because an elevation at a 

particular point is usually very similar to elevations at adjacent points. Therefore, having all 

points as close as possible to a node is advantageous in generating more accurate interpolations. 

Another advantage of the Delaunay triangulation is that it does not depend on the order in 

which the points are processed. It does not matter when a point is added to the triangulation 

because all effected triangles will be adjusted at that time. This allows the triangulation to be 

“easily updated with the introduction of new points when a finer approximation is needed or a 

higher refinement is required in the simulation process” (Pienovi & Spagnuolo, 1994, 789). 

The Delaunay triangulation was the triangulation method used in my study. LATTICETIN 

creates TINs using the Delaunay triangulation. The TINs generated by the other three methods 

were retriangulated in order to conform to the Delaunay triangulation. 
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Figure 1. The Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay Triangulation. Voronoi polygons are 

shown as dashed lines. Delaunay triangles are shown as solid lines. 

2.5 TIN History 

Terrain data in digital format have been in existence for at least the past 30 years. “The notion 

of using a set of irregular triangles to structure elevation data dates at least as far back as 1964, 

when Bengtsson and Nordbeck described procedures for storing triangle coordinates on punched 

paper tape and threading contours through the ‘irregular grid net’” (Kumler, 1994, 2). Other early 

work on studying landforms and terrain using digital data was conducted by Greysukh and 

Shepard in the late 1960's (Peucker & Douglas, 1975). “The conceptualization of the TIN model, 

however, is properly attributed to Peucker (1969), who authored ‘Some Thoughts on the Optimal 

Mapping, and Coding of Surfaces’ while at the Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics and 

Spatial Analysis” (Kumler, 1994, 2). However, the first fully automated TIN selection algorithms 

were not functional until the mid-1970’s. In the 1980’s, different types of algorithms for 

constructing TINs from grid DEMs were written. Some examples of methods include the 

previously mentioned Skeleton, Filter, Hierarchy, and retriangulation methods. Although all of 

the methods create TINs, the point selection criteria are different for each. As a result, some 

methods are more complex than others. Many researchers have devised various algorithms 
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characteristic of these methods. Today, some GIS packages allow for analyses using TIN models. 

ESRI’s ARC/INFO is an industry leader in TIN algorithm development and analysis tools. 

2.6 TIN Extraction Methods 

I have discussed TIN extraction methods earlier in section 1.2. However, this section will 

provide greater detail of the operation of the TIN algorithms. As a result, it will provide a basis 

for comparison between the different algorithms. 

Many TIN-building methods extract points from DEMs. “The increasing availability of 

terrain data in the form of dense raster DTM's has made it desirable to develop procedures to 

transform these data into the TIN format” (Fowler & Little, 1979, 200). “The purpose of building 

a TIN from a grid DEM is to convert a dense grid DEM to a TIN model in such a way that the 

surface defined is as close to the DEM surface as possible” (Lee, 1991, 269). This is achieved by 

extracting a set of irregularly spaced elevation points which are as few as possible, while at the 

same time providing as much information as possible about the terrain. 

There are various TIN extraction methods, each with different selection procedures or 

different stopping rules. Such selection procedures are generally based on a distance error 

tolerance. Distance errors are the difference in elevation between a grid point and a point on the 

TIN surface. In order to be selected as a TIN vertex, the distance error must be less than a pre- 

determined or calculated distance error tolerance. It is usually left to the user to define a threshold 

or cut-off for selection. One stopping rule includes setting a predetermined number of points to 

be selected as TIN vertices. This way the user can control the number of TIN vertices but has no 

control over the accuracy of the TIN. Another stopping rule option is to set a distance error 

tolerance. This way the user can achieve a desired accuracy but has no control over the number of 

TIN vertices selected. 
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Interpolation of elevation values across each triangle may vary from method to method. 

“Most TIN models assume planar triangular facets for the purpose of simpler interpolation” (Lee, 

1991, 268). The TIN model “assumes that points close to each other are more likely to have 

similar elevations than those that are farther apart” (Lee, 1991, 268). Therefore, linear 

interpolation is most commonly used. 

Selecting important points from grid DEMs first started in the mid-1970’s. Initially, 

researchers such as Peucker and Douglas wanted to find “surface-specific points” on the terrain. 

They did this in order to reduce the data set. Examples of “surface-specific” points include pits, 

peaks, passes, ridges, ravines, and breaks (Peucker & Douglas, 1975). In order to determine the 

“surface-specific” points, their algorithm passed a filter over a raster digital terrain model. A 

separate algorithm was used to go back and triangulate the point set they had generated. This 

work had most likely stemmed from their 1973 work “Algorithms for the Reduction of the 

Number of Points Required to Represent a Digitized Line or its Caricature.” 

2.6.1 Skeleton Methods 

The next major advancement was the first algorithm for constructing a TIN from a DEM. The 

Skeleton method was the first TIN extraction algorithm because it was the first algorithm that 

selected the points and triangulated them. Before 1979, the principal method in TIN creation was 

“manual selection of the points and links which constitute the triangular network. The source of 

terrain data has most often been a topographic map. The sample points are selected by hand and 

then digitized; the edges in the network are specified by their endpoints” (Fowler & Little, 1979, 

200). Fowler and Little wrote in 1979, “Automatic extraction of irregular network digital terrain 

models.” The authors built upon Peucker and Douglas’ “surface-specific points.” “‘Surface- 

specific’ means that the selection of these elements is governed by the detail of the surface” 
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(Fowler & Little, 1979, 199). They used the “surface-specific points” as the backbone of the 

surface (Fowler and Little, 1979). Fowler and Little's method is called a Skeleton method. The 

Skeleton method creates a TIN in two phases. Phase one identifies the “surface-specific” 

structural points (peaks, pits, passes) and set of lines (ridges and channels). The structural points 

are identified the same way Peucker and Douglas had done. A filter was passed over the data and 

unique points were selected (Figure 2). Phase two of the method progressively adds support 

points to the TIN (Figure 3). For instance, if a point exceeds a specified tolerance value, that 
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7 8 9           
Figure 2. Phase One: Filter used in selecting “surface-specific points.” 

point is added to the triangulated data set. The triangulated data set is adjusted to conform to the 

Delaunay triangulation. The tolerance is met for a triangle if all DEM points within that triangle 

have an elevation difference that is less than the predetermined tolerance value. 

  

  

Figure 3. Phase Two: Point added to data set based on tolerance value. Solid lines 

represent the original triangulation, dashed lines represent the updated 

triangulation. 
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2.6.2 Hierarchy Methods 

In 1984, DeFloriani, et al, wrote an algorithm based on a hierarchical methodology. 

“Hierarchical triangulation (HT) is both a data structure for triangular tessellation of terrain 

surfaces and a method for selecting points from grid DEMs to form TINs” (Lee, 1991, 271). 

“The surface is approximated at successively finer levels of detail by triangular patches whose 

projections in the horizontal plane are nested” (DeFloriani, et al, 1984, 183). The triangulation 

starts with two triangles encompassing the entire DEM (Figure 4). Points are then added to the 

triangulation based upon a decision rule. The decision rule is that the point that 1s most unique to 

the three triangle vertices (has the greatest error between the interpolated value and the actual 

value) is added to the triangulation (Figure 5). First, the Minimum Bounding Rectangle of the 

triangle is established. Each point within the rectangle is tested to determine if the point is 

  

      
Figure 4. Hierarchy Triangulation: Initial Triangulation. 

  
Figure 5. Hierarchy Triangulation: First Point Added. 
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inside the triangle. The Angle Sum Theorem is used to achieve this (Nordbeck & Rystedt, 1967). 

A point is determined to be within a triangle if the sum of the angles from the point to the three 

vertices is equal to 360 degrees (Figure 6). If the point is found to be within the triangle, the 

elevation is interpolated from the triangle at that point. Then, the interpolated value is compared 

to the DEM value at that point. The algorithm iteratively adds new points to the tnangulation 

(Figure 7) until the stopping point is reached. Each new point sub-divides the triangle it is in into 

three new triangles. The stopping point is determined by the total number of points the user wants 

in the TIN or when no more points exceed the tolerance level. In my study, the stopping point 

was a user specified total number of points. “It is assumed throughout that subdivision points lie 

within a triangle rather than on one of its edges” (DeFloriani, et al, 1984, 183). 

A disadvantage of this method is that very long and thin tnangles are produced. Long, thin 

   
a=119.4° a= 50.3° 

b = 115.5° b = 45.6° 

c= 125.1° c= 95.9° 

a+b+c=360.0° at+b+c=191.8° 

Figure 6. Angle Sum Theorem. If the point is within the triangle, the sum of the three 

angles will equal 360 degrees. If the point is outside the triangle, the sum 

of the three angles will not equal 360 degrees. 

triangles are created because the addition of a new point divides a triangle into three new triangles 

as shown in Figure 7. For example, suppose you have an equiangular triangle (all angles equal 60 

degrees). If the next point added to the triangulation is located in the center of this triangle, three 

triangles will be created. Each of these triangles will have angle measures of 30 degrees, 30 
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degrees, and 120 degrees. After a triangle is subdivided a couple of times it is inevitable that 

long, thin triangles are created. “Such triangles are regarded as ‘bad’ for interpolation since error 

bounds for interpolation on triangles increase as the triangles become long and thin” (Dyn, et al, 

1989, 139). Since these triangles are ‘bad’ for interpolation purposes, points added to these 

NT 

Figure 7. Hierarchy Triangulation: Next Point Added. 

triangles may not necessarily be the most relevant. According to Lee, this problem may be 

overcome by using the Delaunay triangulation to construct a new triangulation on the points. 

2.6.3 Filter Methods 

In 1987, Chen and Guevara developed an algorithm for constructing TINs. Their VIP 

algorithm is characteristic of the Filter method. “The VIP method visits all points just once and 

from there performs procedures for point selection without further computation” (Lee, 1991, 

271). The algorithm selected Very Important Points (VIPs). The VIPs are selected by passing a 

3 x 3 window over the DEM (Figure 8). The center point of the window is compared to its eight 

neighbors. The comparison operates as follows. First, the algorithm connects the diametrically 

opposed pairs of points with a line (Figure 9). Then the perpendicular distance between the line 

and the elevation of the center point is calculated. Steps one and two are repeated for the 

remaining three pairs of points. The four perpendicular distances that are calculated are then 
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Figure 8. VIP: The 3x3 Filter. 

averaged. Then the averaged value is subtracted from the actual value. This value is the measure 

of significance of a point (Figure 10). Lastly, only the most significant points (largest absolute 

difference in value) are included in the final triangulation (Lee, 1991). This algorithm selected the 

point set only. The points were then triangulated in ARC/INFO with the CREATETIN module. 
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Figure 9, VIP: Diametrically Opposed Pairs of Points. 

The VIP method has the flexibility of controlling the TIN data set by either the size of the 

output point set or its precision (preset distance error tolerance). Therefore, either method of 

setting a stopping point may be used. “The point selection procedures used in this method are 

based on local information - the spatial relationship established by the three-by-three filter. It 

offers no guarantee of, or attempt to test, global fitness between the surfaces described by the 

extracted TIN and the grid DEM” (Lee, 1991, 271). However, VIP is superior for identifying 

local peaks and pits. 
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Computations 

1-9: (814+812)/2 = 813.0 

2-8: (810+815)/2 = 812.5 
3-7: (808+818)/2 = 813.0 
4-6: (815+810)/2 = 812.5 

Average the Calculations 

(813.0+812.5+813.0+812.5) = 812.75 

Measure of Significance 

DEM Value = 810.0 

VIP Predicted Value = 812.75 

810-812.75 = -2.75 

|-2.75| = 2.75 

Significance Value = 2.75 

Figure 10. VIP: Computing the Significance Value. 

2.6.4 Retriangulation Methods 

Retriangulation methods compute a new triangulation of the data points which may affect 

more than one triangle in each iteration. When the triangles are retriangulated, pre-existing 

triangles may be reconstructed. This affects the previous spatial relationship among triangles. 

Two important retriangulation method algorithms are described in the sections which follow: 

Drop Heuristic and LATTICETIN. 

2.6.4.1 Drop Heuristic Method 

In 1989, Lee wrote an algorithm for the Drop Heuristic method. This algorithm begins with 

all the points in the DEM contained in the triangulation (Figure 11). Then, the least important 

points are discarded from the data set. The least important points are those whose removal causes 

the least difference in elevation between the TIN and the DEM. 
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First, a loop is set up. On the odd times through the loop each point remaining in the TIN is 

assessed (Figure 12). When a point is assessed, it is temporarily dropped from the triangulation 

which effects all the triangles that share that vertice (Figure 13). All triangles connected to that 

point are temporarily deleted. This leaves a hole which is described by the polygon that connects 

its border points (Figure 14). “This hole must be re-triangulated in order to preserve the 

  

Figure 11. Drop Heuristic: Initial Triangulation. 

  

Figure 12. Drop Heuristic: Point is Considered. 

  

    

      

Figure 13. Drop Heuristic: The Effected Triangles. 
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required fact that the resulting reduced mesh is always a TIN” (Schroder & Rossbach, 1994, 777). 

The remaining points are then retriangulated (Figure 15) (Lee, 1991). The goal of the 

retriangulation is to create near equiangular triangles. Lee had retriangulated the entire data set 

XQ 
Figure 14. Drop Heuristic: The Polygonal Hole. 

    

  

Figure 15. Drop Heuristic: The Polygonal Hole is Retriangulated. 

2 
Figure 16. Drop Heuristic: Value is Interpolated. 

with each iteration. Once the hole has been retriangulated, the value at the dropped point is 

interpolated (Figure 16). This interpolated value is subtracted from the true value. Then, the 

absolute value is obtained in order to give an error measure. The error measure is compared to the 

variable which stores the minimum error measure of the current iteration. The minimum error 

measure (difference between the interpolated value and the true value) is retained. At this point, 

the dropped point is added back to the original triangulation. 

On even times through the loop, the same set of steps are executed as in the odd numbered 

times through the loop. The difference being if the error measure is less than or equal to the 
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minimum error measure (computed in the odd times through the loop), the point is dropped for 

good and the retriangulated data set is retained. 

2.6.4.2 ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN Method 

Another retriangulation method is ARC/INFO’s LATTICETIN. This method 1s similar to 

Lee’s Drop Heuristic method “but totally reversed by adding points recursively instead of 

dropping, points” (Lee, 1991, 274). It is frequently used to convert a lattice created from a DEM 

to a TIN (ESRI, 1994). An ARC/INFO lattice is a grid made up of floating point values. 

LATTICETIN creates a TIN containing enough lattice mesh points to achieve a specified 

maximum error between the two surfaces. 

  

      
Figure 17. LATTICETIN: Initial Triangulation. A hypothetical illustration. 
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Initially, LATTICETIN subdivides the elevation model into regular triangular patches of a 

manageable size (Figure 17). The size and arrangement of the triangular patches is determined by 

the algorithm. For the test data I selected, it appears as though the initial triangulation includes the 

four corner points and a point along each of the four edges of the original DEM. The four edge 

points that are selected appear to have the largest elevation difference between DEM value and 

interpolated value for their respective edges. The algorithm then visits each triangle and compares 

the elevation of each DEM point to the elevation of the corresponding point found on the TIN 

surface. It then computes a maximum distance error for each triangle. After each triangle is 

assessed, the triangle which has the largest distance error associated with it has that point added to 

the triangulation (Figure 18). The triangulation is updated and adjusted globally and each tnangle 

  

  

      
  

Figure 18. LATTICETIN: Addition of Support Points. 
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is assessed again. It is an iterative process which ends once the largest distance error is less than 

the pre-set error tolerance (ESRI, 1994, Kumler, 1994). Mesh points along the outside of the 

DEM are chosen based on the error tolerance. In this way, the output TIN will have a concave 

hull following the outlines defining the shape of the data points of the original DEM (ESRI, 

1994). The method is similar to the Hierarchy method because an error measure is associated 

with every triangle. “After every triangle in the current model is checked, and those points that 

need to be added are identified, the triangulation is recomputed, and the process is begun again” 

(Kumler, 1994, 11). The difference between LATTICETIN and the Hierarchy method is that in 

LATTICETIN the triangles are adjusted with each iteration to conform to the Delaunay 

triangulation. 

2.6.5 Summary of TIN Extraction Methods 

Each TIN extraction method has been shown to have its own strengths and weaknesses. The 

following table illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of each method (Figure 19). 
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TIN Method Strengths Weaknesses 

Skeleton Point selection in two phases; Cannot set the number of points 

identifies significant points and you want in the TIN. 

selects additional support points. 

Hierarchy Hierarchical data structure. Long, thin triangles are created. 

Bad for interpolation which leads 

to poor point selection decisions. 

VIP Visits each point only once. Only local information used in point 

Identifies local peaks and pits. selection decisions. 

Drop Heuristic Assesses points in a global context. Computationally expensive. 

Retriangulates locally to reduce 

computational expenses. 

Accurately depicts source DEM. 

LATTICETIN Assesses points in a global context. Computationally expensive. 

Retriangulates whole data set 

on each iteration. 

Accurately depicts source DEM. 

Figure 19. Strengths and Weaknesses of TIN Extraction Methods. 
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CHAPTER 3 - Methodology 

3.1 Background 

I wrote three C programs to create TINs from grid DEMs based upon research on each TIN 

extraction method. I did not obtain the original source code from the authors of the algorithms, 

but was able to obtain descriptions and implement the algorithms. The C programs corresponded 

to DeFloriani’s et al Hierarchy algorithm, Chen and Guevara’s VIP algorithm, and Lee’s Drop 

Heuristic algorithm. “Since tolerances are defined in different ways in these three methods, it is 

concluded that using tolerances as a stopping rule is not suitable. To have all methods 

comparable, the use of the stopping rule of pre-setting the number of output points was chosen” 

(Lee, 1991, 274). Also, these three TIN extraction methods only selected the TIN points. The 

TIN point sets were then triangulated in ARC/INFO based on Delaunay triangulation. This was 

done so that all of the TIN extraction methods would be triangulated in the same manner. This 

eliminated the effect of different triangulation methods in the results. 

The GIS software I used to analyze the TINs was IDRISI and ARC/INFO. IDRISI is a raster 

based software package used mainly for educational purposes. It was satisfactory for the TIN 

method comparison. ARC/INFO is a high-end GIS which is widely used in industry and 

government. It was used to construct the LATTICETIN TINs and to retriangulate the TIN data 

sets. 

The DEMs were converted from USGS DEM format to IDRISI image format with IDRISI’s 

DEMIDRIS module. Due to computer memory constraints, 50 x 50 images were the largest size 

the C programs could handle. Therefore, the DEMs used were 50 x 50 images windowed out of 

the original 7.5 minute DEMs. An example of what a DEM looks like is found in Figure 20. 

Orthographic views for each DEM are shown in section A of the Appendix.



 
 

dow from Entriken, PA DEM in Figure 20. 50 x 50 W 
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3.2 Boundary Adjustments 

The concern that the convex hull of the TIN contained all of the DEM points was addressed. 

“When a TIN is generated from a point data set that falls entirely within the boundary of a study 

area, the areal extent of the TIN is limited to the smallest convex polygon that encloses the points 

in the x,y plane. This bounding convex polygon, or convex hull, usually excludes some parts of 

the study area” (Bower & Newton, 1993, 244). Therefore, the use of pseudopoints has been 

recommended in order to extend the convex hull of a TIN to encompass the whole study area. 

“Pseudopoints from the boundary's vertices could be assigned appropriate z values, then 

combined with the data points to generate a TIN that encompasses the entire study area” (Bower & 

Newton, 1993, 245). In my TIN construction, the convex hull must enclose the entire study area 

because elevations can not be interpolated beyond the extent of the data points. As a result, the 

four corner points of the DEM were always selected as TIN vertices for each TIN extraction 

algorithm. 

3.3 Computer Code 

Although I was able to uncover the algorithms for the Hierarchy and Drop Heuristic methods, 

I still had to figure out how to code certain parts of the algorithms. When programming, I wrote 

two pieces of code that made both the Hierarchy and Drop Heuristic methods possible. The two 

pieces of code were concerned with point in polygon processing and elevation interpolation. 

Also, I incorporated a modification to the Drop Heuristic method’s retriangulation process. 

3.3.1 Point in Triangle Function 

The first piece of code made it possible to calculate whether or not a point was inside a 

triangle. I used the Angle Sum Theorem (Nordbeck & Rystedt, 1967) to determine if a pomt was 
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within the triangle. This theorem states that a point is within a triangle if the sum of the angles 

from the point to the three vertices equals 360 degrees. My algorithm divided a triangle into three 

triangles by connecting a line from each triangle vertice to the point in question. Then I calculated 

the three angle measures. The corresponding code used the Law of Cosines to measure the angles 

between triangle edges. The Law of Cosines can calculate the angles of a triangle provided that 

the lengths of the three sides are known. The equation is: alpha = (a’-b?-c°(-2bc) where alpha 

is the angle measure and a, b, c are the lengths of the three sides (Radford, et al, 1986). If a point 

is inside a triangle the sum of the specified angles will equal 360 degrees. 

3.3.2 Elevation Interpolation for Point on TIN Triangle Surface Function 

The second piece of code was a little more complicated. The code was intended to interpolate 

the elevation values across a flat triangular surface. Matrix algebra was used to solve the three 

simultaneous equations. “A linear trend surface is an equation of this type: Y= 69 + 6X] +62X. 

That is, a geologic observation, Y, may be regarded as a linear function of some constant value 

(bo) related to the mean of the observations, plus an east-west (5)) coordinate component and a 

north-south (b2) component” (Davis, 1986, 408). Davis also writes that since the equation 

contains three unknowns, three normal equations are needed to find the solution: 

XY = bon + byX] + bghiX2 

DX Y = bo LX] + bE + bydX 1X) 

DXDY = box + DIL X2 + byEX"5 

Solving the three simultaneous equations yields the coefficients of the best-fitting (according to 

the least-squares criterion) linear trend surface. The equations can be rewritten into matrix form 

as: 
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n LX] LX) bo Ly 

my EY, Evy . 6) = EMS 
DX = LX X9 EY, by XY 

The C code for the Hierarchy, VIP, and Drop Heuristic methods may be found in section B of the 

Appendix. 

3.3.3 The Small-hole Approach 

Lee’s Drop Heuristic algorithm retriangulates the entire data set after each iteration. This 

global retriangulation method is computationally expensive. However, “the computational 

efficiency of the DH algorithm can be significantly improved by using a local triangulation 

approach, i.e. re-triangulate locally only on the points that are neighbours of the dropped point” 

(Lee, 1991, 274). Another drawback is that the global retriangulation approach may reconstruct 

triangles that are not associated with the polygonal hole. Therefore, in order to improve on the 

Drop Heuristic method | decided to use the small-hole approach to local retriangulation. With the 

small-hole approach, “emerging holes are immediately re-triangulated after their appearance when 

one vertex was removed” (Schroder & Rossbach, 1994, 777). This dramatically reduces 

computation times. The small-hole approach also has “the advantage of only working on areas 

where reduction took place and keeping the original topology everywhere else” (Schroder & 

Rossbach, 1994, 777). This ensures that only the relevant area is reconstructed. 

3.4 Data Processing 

Data processing was the stage of my study in which the TINs were created from the DEMs. 

After the TINs were created, additional post-processing was necessary before I could compare the 

output of the four TIN extraction methods. 
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3.4.1 Input 

The elevation data was made up of USGS DEMs and DEMs derived from DLGs. Both data 

sets were in USGS DEM format. The data was converted to IDRISI image files with the 

DEMIDRIS module. Then, 50 x 50 windowed images were extracted from the IDRISI elevation 

images. The windowed images were then converted from binary storage to ASCII. The 50 x 50 

ASCII files were used as the input into the VIP, Hierarchy, and Drop Heuristic C programs. 

LATTICETIN also used the 50 x 50 ASCII files. I had to write a small C program that would 

convert the ASCII IDRISI image files into ARC/INFO format. The IDRISI files were arranged as 

2500 values in one column as opposed to the ARC/INFO files that were arranged as a matrix with 

50 rows and 50 columns. I also had to add a header to the ARC/INFO files which included the 

number of columns, the number of rows, the lower left corner x and y values, and the cell size. In 

ARC/INFO, I used the ASCIIGRID command to convert the ARC/INFO ASCII file into an 

ARC/INFO grid (a grid may also be called a lattice). LATTICETIN could then be used to convert 

the ARC/INFO lattice into a TIN. 

3.4.2 Output 

The output from the three programs implemented were TIN triangles in IDRISI vector format 

and points in ARC/INFO format. In ARC/INFO, I used LATTICETIN to create another TIN for 

each DEM (Figure 21). Before these TINs could be analyzed, additional post-processing was 

necessary. 

3.4.3 Post-Processing 

Il imported the ARC/INFO files that were generated from the VIP, Hierarchy, and Drop 

Heuristic methods into ARC using the GENERATE module. ARC/INFO’s CREATETIN was 
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used to triangulate the point sets. The CREATETIN module was used to triangulate the set of 

points based on the Delaunay triangulation (ESRI, 1994). The TIN extraction methods selected 

the points in different ways; however, I wanted the triangulations to be consistent. I retriangulated 

the data sets so that all of the triangulation methods would be uniform. 1 chose ARC/INFO’s 

CREATETIN module since I was also comparing the LATTICETIN method. Both LATTICETIN 

and CREATETIN use the Delaunay triangulation method. Figures 22, 23, and 24 show what the 

VIP, Hierarchy, and Drop Heuristic TINs look like. The VIP, Hierarchy, Drop Heuristic, and 

LATTICETIN TINs were then converted into lattices using the TINLATTICE module. This 

interpolated the values across the triangular facets based on a linear interpolation. The lattices 

were converted to ASCII using the GRIDASCII module and then exported to IDRISI. Another C 

program was written to convert the ARC/INFO files from a 50 x 50 matrix into a single column 

with 2500 values. In IDRISI, the interpolated TIN images were created. 

3.5 TIN Performance Evaluation Method 

TIN extraction methods may be compared in various ways. “A feasible approach is to 

compare the surfaces approximated by TINs directly with the surface described by the raster 

DEM. Differences in elevation can be computed at certain locations where elevations are 

available or may be interpolated. These differences can then be used to measure the performance 

of the method that built the TIN” (Lee, 1991, 269). At this point, the original DEM was 

compared to the interpolated image created from the TIN. I used the DEM as the “true” elevation 

at each point. The comparison consisted of overlaying the two images. Overlaying is a basic GIS 

function. The option that was chosen in IDRISI was OVERLAY/SUBTRACT. The original 

DEM was subtracted from the interpolated image. This left positive values in regions that the 
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Figure 21. LATTICETIN TINs. 
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Figure 22. VIP TINs. 
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Figure 23. Hierarchy TINs. 
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Figure 24. Drop Heuristic TINs. 
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interpolated image had overestimated the elevation and negative values in regions that the 

interpolated mage had underestimated the elevation. “The assumption is that the closer a TIN 

surface is to the original DEM surface, the better the method selected” (Lee, 1991, 275). 

3.5.1 TIN Performance Evaluation Metrics 

In order to measure how closely the interpolated TIN surface compared to the DEM, error 

measures had to be computed. Many error measures were computed for each interpolated image. 

They included the maximum error, mean absolute error, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the 

50" percentile error and the 90" percentile error. The maximum error is the maximum absolute 

difference between the DEM and the interpolated DEM. The mean absolute error is the average 

of the absolute differences of the 2500 points between the DEM and the interpolated DEM. The 

equation to determine the Root Mean Square Error is: RMSE = [1,(e;- (mean of e))"in]? . Where 

e; 1s the absolute difference in elevation, the mean of e is the mean of the absolute difference in 

elevation, and n is the number of observations. The 50” percentile error is the median of the 

absolute error and the 90" percentile error is the 90" percentile of the absolute error. The 90" 

percentile error excludes the extremely skewed values that may exist. Hence, the 90" percentile 

error was used as the basis of how accurate the interpolated image is to the original DEM 

(Kumler, 1994). The 90" percentile error is more reliable because it does not include the largest 

error measures that skew the other error measures. “A hazard of relying solely on the MAE, 

RMSE, or maximum error: one or a few large errors may skew the results considerably ” (Kumler, 

1994, 19). 

The 90" percentile error is used as the primary error measure because of its greater reliability. 

The RMSE, mean absolute, and 50" percentile errors will be considered secondary measures and 
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will be examined in anomalous cases. Although they are not the primary error measure, these 

error measures provide additional information about the performance of the TIN extraction 

methods. The maximum error will be examined only in interesting anomalous cases. The 

maximum error may indicate how strongly it skews the other error measures. Some histograms of 

these errors are illustrated in figures 25, 26, 27, and 28. 

3.5.2 Tests for Statistical Significance 

Statistical significance between groups was an important issue. “When comparing two 

models and concluding that one yields a lower error measure, it is desirable to know whether the 

observed difference is statistically significant; that is, whether the observed difference is greater 

than that which would be expected to occur by chance if there were indeed no difference between 
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Histogram of 75 Point Drop Heuristic TIN for Entriken, PA 
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Histogram of 75 Point Hierarchy TIN for Entriken, PA 
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Histogram of 75 Point VIP TIN for Entriken, PA 
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Figure 28. Histogram of 75 Point VIP TIN Errors for Entriken, PA. 

the models” (Kumler, 1994, 20). Kumler had two error measures for every test point. He used 

the Wilcoxon Test to determine if the differences were statistically significant. The Wilcoxon 

Test tests the medians of the ranks of the two groups to see if they may have come from the same 

data set. “The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test is a non-parametric test based on the 

ordinal rankings of the differences between the two models” (Kumler, 1994, 20). The Wilcoxon 

test “incorporates the magnitude as well as the direction of the differences into the analysis” 

(Coshall, 1989, 25). Following this line of thought, | chose the Kruskal-Wallis Test for the 

analysis (Coshall, 1989). The Kruskal-Wallis Test is an extension of the Wilcoxon matched-pairs 

signed-ranks test. The test allows the researcher to compare two or more groups as opposed to 

only two. I also performed a multiple comparison on the data. The multiple comparison was a 

least mean squares analysis of the ranks of the errors. This, in effect, determined which pairs of 

the TIN methods may have been statistically similar. 
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CHAPTER 4 - Results 

4.1 Texture Measure 

Texture measures were calculated for each DEM. The module PGMTEXTURE, found within 

the PBMPLUS (Poskanzer, 1991) software, was used to calculate the Entropy of the DEMs. The 

Entropy is the amount of complexity in the DEM. The formula to calculate Entropy, from 

Haralick, et al (1973), is: Entropy = -© 2, p(i,/) /og(p(i,)). DEMs with high Entropy values 

generally had high relief and high surface variability (Table 1). DEMs with low Entropy values 

generally had low relief and low surface variability. I identified four entropy classes in the study 

DEMs. Class one was Honolulu with its volcanic mountain topography. Class two was made up 

of mountainous regions. Class three had regions of moderate relief. Class four was made up of 

regions with very flat topography. These classes indicate that the Entropy texture measure 

accurately assessed the terrain of each DEM. 

4.2 TIN Data Sets 

I created three TINs for each method (four methods) for each DEM (twenty-five DEMs). 

Therefore, 300 TINs were created in all. I created 75, 150, and 300 point TINs for each method. 

This meant that 3%, 6%, and 12% of the points were selected from each DEM, respectively. This 

corresponds to the ratio of points selected by Lee (1991). 

4.3 TIN Model Performance 

In order to assess model performance, I analyzed the 90" percentile errors. The 90" 

percentile errors were used so that the skewed errors would not effect the analysis. Figures 25, 26, 

and 27 illustrate how the four TIN extraction methods performed for the three sizes of TINs 
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Table 1. Texture Measures. 

  

DEM TEXTURE MEASURE (ENTROPY) 
Volcanic Mountains with Erosion 

Honolulu, HI 3.457 
Mountains and Tablelands 

Elliston, VA 3.167 

Death Ridge, UT 3.108 

Crater Lake West, OR 3.106 

Lone Lake, MT 3.070 

Newport, VA 2.994 

Anchorage, AK 2.913 

Oriskany, VA 2.893 

Entnken, PA 2.818 

Phantom Ranch, AZ 2.663 
Evergreen, CO 2.608 

Saxton, PA 2.520 

Hills and Rolling Plains 

Belle Creek, MT-WY 2.362 

Ashby Gap, VA 2.281 

Madison, WV 2.153 

Bluemont, VA 1.880 
Tiefort Mtns(SE), CA 1.653 

Jabez, KY 1.580 

White Fish, MT 1.415 
Flat Plains 

Washington West (DC) 1.001 

Kalispell, MT 0.765 

Camas, WA-OR 0.690 

Jackson. SC 0.684 

Eloise, FL 0.437 

Hogansburg, NY 0.254 

created. Overall, the LATTICETIN TINs yielded the best results and the Drop Heuristic TINs 

yielded the second best results for all point sets (Table 2). Table 2 shows how each method 

ranked in relation to one another. A TIN method would rank first if it had the lowest 90" 

percentile error for a particular DEM. Since there are twenty-five test DEMs, the most first place 

rankings a method could have for a particular TIN data set size 1s twenty-five. These results are 

consistent with Kumler’s results. He found LATTICETIN to be more accurate than the VIP TINs. 
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These results also support my first hypothesis that the retriangulation methods would perform the 

best for all terrain types. For the 75 and 150 point sets, the Hierarchy method clearly yielded 

better results than the VIP method. However, the 300 point set indicated that the VIP method 

performed much better than the Hierarchy method. This may be attributable to the fact that the 

point selection procedure of the Hierarchy method creates many long, thin triangles which are 

undesirable for linear interpolation. Therefore, many errors may be introduced in the form of 

points where they are not needed. Even though these poorly selected points are retriangulated 

with Delaunay triangulation in an attempt to attain a better triangulation, the resulting triangulation 

is still rather poor. Also, since points that lie on triangle edges are not considered, many points 

that are important in the representation of the terrain are never selected. Also, within the VIP 

method, the first points selected will be the peaks and pits. As more points are selected, points 

representing slope breaks will be selected. 
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Figure 25. The 75 Point TIN Errors. 
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Figure 26. The 150 Point TINs Errors. 
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Figure 27. The 300 Point TIN Errors 
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Table 2. Tin Model Performance: Accuracy (Lowest 90" Percentile Errors) of each 

TIN size for each TIN extraction method. 

  

LATTICETIN DROP HEURISTIC HIERARCHY VIP 
75150 300 75 150 300 75 150 300 75 150 300 

Best 24 25 25 1 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 
2™ Best 1 0 0 20 25 25 4 0 0 0 0 0 
3" Best OO 0 0 4 0 0 19 18 6 2 7 19 
Worst 0 0 0 0 O 0 2 7 19 23 18 6 

4.4 Statistical Significance of TIN Accuracies 

After inspection of the TIN data sets, it was concluded that they should be analyzed using a 

nonparametric statistic. Nonparametric statistics derive statistics directly from the data. They do 

not require the data to be normally distributed. Elevation data are usually nonparametric (Kumler, 

1994). Upon observing the histograms of the images that were interpolated from the TINs, I 

noticed that the data were not normally distributed. The histograms did not appear to be bell- 

shaped curves, thus I concluded that the data were nonparametric in nature. Therefore, a 

nonparametric statistical method had to be implemented. 

I chose the JMP (SAS Institute Inc., 1989-1994) statistical software package for my statistical 

analysis. I selected JMP because it was very powerful and it could handle my large data sets. The 

Kruskal-Wallis Test was used to determine if the interpolated TIN mages could have come from 

the same data set. The Kruskal-Wallis Test is a nonparametric alternative to one-way analysis of 

variance. First an overall test was done for all four methods for a given DEM to reveal if results 

from all four TIN extraction methods may have come from the same data set. The Kruskal-Wallis 

Test first separates the data from each TIN method into groups. Therefore, there were four groups 

in each test. The error measures for each pixel in each group were ranked. 

Next, a multiple comparison was done to see which methods may have generated output that 

may have come from the same data set. The multiple comparison was performed by computing 
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the least square means of the ranks for each group. The alpha level was set to 0.05. This means 

that the probability of differences occurring by chance is less than 5%. After testing the models 

for each DEM created from TINs for statistical significance, LATTICETIN still yielded the best 

results and Drop Heuristic yielded the second best results (Table 3). 

Table 3. Tin Model Performance: Considering Statistical Significance. 

Accuracy (Lowest 90" Percentile Errors) of each TIN size for each TIN 

extraction method adjusted due to Kruskal-Wallis test. 

  

LATTICETIN DROP HEURISTIC HIERARCHY VIP 

75 150 300 75__150 300 75 150 300 75__150_ 300 

Best 23.33 23 24.5 1.33 2 0.5 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 

2" Best 133 2 O05 1833 21 245 5.33 2 0 0 0 0 

3 Best 0.33 0 0 5.33 2 O 17.83 17 10.5 15 6 145 

Worst 0 0 90 0 0 0 1.5 6 145 23.55 19 10.5 

By providing a statistical test of my results, these findings prove my first hypothesis that the 

retriangulation methods would perform best. The Hierarchy method was clearly the third best in 

the 75 and 150 point TINs and a close fourth best in the 300 point TINs. Therefore, the VIP 

method performed the worst for the 75 and 150 point TINs and slightly better than the Hierarchy 

method in the 300 point TINs. 

4.5 More Points, Fewer Errors 

My second hypothesis was that more points in a TIN yields a more accurate TIN. The 

analysis revealed that in most cases the greater the number of points selected by the TIN extraction 

methods, the better the accuracy. This was true in the LATTICETIN, Drop Heuristic, and VIP 

methods. Figures 28, 29, and 30 illustrate the improved accuracy of the TINs. However, the 

Hierarchy method did not follow this trend. Data on the Hierarchy method are illustrated in 
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Figure 29. Drop Heuristic Error Measures. 
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Figure 30. VIP Error Measures. 
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Figure 31. Hierarchy Error Measures. 
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Figure 31. The Hierarchy method did not improve its accuracy with the addition of more points 

when the entropy value was low. When the entropy values were high, there would be 

improvement on the 75 point TINs with the 150 point TINs. Yet, improvement on accuracy with 

the 300 point TINs is very rare. This leads me to believe more points are not always better when 

using the Hierarchy method. 

4.6 Correlation: Texture vs. Accuracy 

A correlation between the texture measure and the 90" percentile errors was computed for 

each data set. Figure 32 shows a plot of entropy and the 90" percentile error for the 150 point 

LATTICETIN TIN. Most of the data sets had a similar relationship among the two variables. All 

of the methods indicated a fairly strong correlation between the texture of a DEM and the 
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Figure 32. Plot of Entropy vs. 90" Percentile Error of the 150 Point LATTICETIN TIN. 

90" percentile errors. These results supported my third hypothesis that the more complex an 

image is, the larger the associated errors. A t-test was performed to determine the statistical 

significance of the correlations. These findings are illustrated in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Correlation: Texture vs. Accuracy. 

Correlation Coefficient Significant at 95% Confidence Level 

LATTICETIN 75 .743] x 

LATTICETIN 150 .6935 x 

LATTICETIN 300 .6627 

Drop Heuristic 75 .682 1 x 

Drop Heuristic 150 .6378 x 

Drop Heuristic 300 5912 

Hierarchy 75 7577 x 

Hierarchy 150 .7493 x 

Hierarchy 300 .7453 x 

VIP 75 .7532 x 

VIP 150 .7552 Xx 

VIP 300 .7025 x 

TINs with fewer points are more strongly correlated than TINs with more points. This is due to 

the fact that a TIN attempts to accurately describe the terrain with the fewest points possible. 

Therefore, the initial points selected are very closely correlated to the texture of the surface. As 

more points are added to the TINs, the correlation between texture and the 90" percentile errors 

declines. The retriangulation methods, LATTICETIN and Drop Heuristic, are not as strongly 

correlated as the Hierarchy and VIP methods. This may be due to the fact that in the 

retriangulation methods, the triangulation is constantly updated in the respect that many previously 

created triangles are changed in each iteration. These changes effect subsequent decision rules. 

The VIP method has the same decision rules throughout the point selection process. Hence, 

previously introduced points do not effect later decisions. The Hierarchy method has the strongest 

correlation. The decision rules in this method only effect one triangle in each iteration. Also, 

triangle edges do not get swapped in the Hierarchy method as they do in LATTICETIN and Drop 

Heuristic. These factors may contribute to the differences. 
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4.7 Correlation: Elevation Range vs. Accuracy 

1 also ran a correlation between elevation ranges in each DEM and the 90" percentile errors. 

The elevation range is the difference between the maximum elevation and the minimum elevation 

ina DEM. Figure 33 is a plot of the raw data: elevation range vs. the 90"" percentile error. As it 
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LATTICETIN TIN. 

Table 5. Correlation: Elevation Range vs. Accuracy. 

Correlation Coefficient 

LATTICETIN 75 884 

LATTICETIN 150 851 

LATTICETIN 300 825 

Drop Heuristic 75 .799 

Drop Heuristic 150 .767 
Drop Heuristic 300 .762 

Hierarchy 75 881 

Hierarchy 150 .880 

Hierarchy 300 876 
VIP 75 836 

VIP 150 895 

VIP 300 891 
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turns out, there was a stronger correlation between these two variables than between texture and 

the 90" percentile errors (Table 5). The relationship stated that the larger the elevation range, the 

larger the 90" percentile error. This only stands to reason. In DEMs with larger elevation ranges, 

there is a greater chance that the associated errors are also larger. 

4.8 Other Error Measures 

Error measures for the Hierarchy and VIP methods were also larger than the retriangulation 

methods for another reason. Neither method allowed selection of points on the edges of the 

DEMs (except for the four corner points). This 1s due to the fact that the Hierarchy method does 

not allow for points to be added that fall on a triangle edge. The VIP method requires a 3x3 

window to be passed over the image. A 3x3 window cannot be passed over the edge points. 

Therefore, the edge points were not assessed. As a result, the maximum errors were much larger 

within these methods due to the edge effects. The edge effects would also skew the mean absolute 

and the RMSE measures. 

Although the 90" percentile error was the main error measure used to assess accuracy, the 

other error measures (Maximum absolute error, Mean, RMSE, and 50” percentile error) were also 

inspected and found to yield similar results. However, I inspected these other error measures for 

insight into anomalous areas. All of the error measures can be found in section C of the 

Appendix. 

4.9 Identification of Anomalous Areas 

I performed a linear regression analysis on the data sets in order to identify anomalous areas 

(Davis, 1986, Taylor, 1977). I used Microsoft Excel’s Regression tool found within its Data 

Analysis option. The two variables I compared were the 90" percentile error measure and the 
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entropy measure. The 90" percentile error measure was the dependent variable and the entropy 

measure was the independent variable. Before I ran the regression, | generated a scatter plot and 

discovered the plotted data were not linear in nature. Therefore, I took the /og of the 90" 

percentile error measure. When the /og of the 90" percentile error measure was plotted against the 

entropy measure, a linear relationship was apparent. The regression analysis predicted 90" 

percentile error measures for each DEM based upon the known entropy measure. The regression 

analysis yielded regression lines with high r° values (Table 6). The r’ value is a measure of the 

goodness-of-fit of the model. The Residuals were calculated by subtracting the predicted 90" 

Table 6. Goodness-of-fit (r’) of Linear Regression (log of the 90" Percentile Error vs. 

Entropy). 

re Significant at the 95% Confidence Level 
LATTICETIN 75 883 x 

LATTICETIN 150 831 x 

LATTICETIN 300 .788 x 

Drop Heuristic 75 876 x 

Drop Heuristic 150 816 x 

Drop Heuristic 300 812 x 

Hierarchy 75 935 x 

Hierarchy 150 917 x 

Hierarchy 300 909 x 

VIP 75 911 x 

VIP 150 921 x 

VIP 300 862 x 

percentile error from the actual 90" percentile error. The residuals were then standardized which 

yielded standard residuals. Anomalous DEMs were then determined for each TIN extraction 

method based on the standard residuals. 

The VIP method yielded high standard residuals for Elliston, Crater Lake, and Jabez. White 

Fish had high residuals for the 75 point TIN only. Elliston and Crater Lake have extensive areas 

with sharply defined ridge lines. These ridge lines probably caused many TIN vertices to be 
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selected along the ridge lines with few points selected in areas of minor slope breaks. VIP yielded 

low standard residuals for Lone Lake, Oriskany, Evergreen, Ashby Gap, Tiefort Mountains, and 

Camas. | could not determine any factors that the DEMs have in common. 

The Hierarchy method yielded high standard residuals for Honolulu, Newport, and Jabez. 

Low standard residuals existed in Oriskany, Saxton, Bluemont, and Camas. | could not determine 

any factors that these DEMs have in common. 

The Drop Heuristic method yielded high standard residuals for Honolulu, Phantom Ranch, 

and Jabez. Again, White Fish had high residuals for the 75 point TIN only. Low standard 

residuals existed in Saxton, Ashby Gap, and Tiefort Mountains. These three DEMs ranged in 

entropy from 1.6 to 2.6. These areas are characterized by moderate terrain complexity. 

The LATTICETIN method yielded high standard residuals for Honolulu, Crater Lake, 

Phantom Ranch, and Jabez. White Fish had high residuals for the 75 point TIN only. Low 

standard residuals existed in Saxton, Ashby Gap, and Tiefort Mountains. Again, these three 

DEMs have moderate terrain complexity. 

4.10 Processing Times 

I did not collect processing times since the TIN extraction method programs were run on 

different platforms. The three C programs were run on a 486 PC with a numerical processor 

while the LATTICETIN TINs were constructed on a SUN Workstation. Of the programs run on 

the 486 PC, the VIP method was the fastest (usually about 10 seconds). The Hierarchy method 

was a close second fastest (between .5 and 3 minutes). The Drop Heuristic method was the 

slowest (between 2 and 90 minutes). The LATTICETIN method usually constructed TINs in less 

than 2 minutes. 
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CHAPTER 5 - Conclusion 

5.1 Test Results Supporting the Hypotheses 

After my test results were analyzed, I was able to determine if there was evidence to support 

my hypotheses. I found that all three of my hypotheses were correct. 

5.1.1 Hypothesis 1: Retriangulation Methods are Most Accurate 

In support of my first hypothesis, the LATTICETIN method ts generally the most accurate for 

all texture measures with any number of points. The Drop Heuristic method is generally the 

second most accurate for all texture measures. However, some anomalies exist in TINs with 

fewer than 6% of the points represented although no clear relationship among the DEMs could be 

made. The Hierarchy method has the highest correlation between texture and accuracy. However, 

it is the third most accurate TIN method if 6% or less of the DEM points are represented. The 

VIP method is the third most accurate TIN method if 12% of the DEM points are represented in 

the TIN. At this level, five of the seven DEMs with Entropy measures under 1.60 were found to 

have error measures between the Hierarchy and VIP methods that were statistically insignificant. 

In other words, the methods performed similarly when the Entropy measures indicated areas of 

relatively flat topography. | found this to be surprising. I would have thought that the Hierarchy 

method would have performed better than the VIP method in all cases due to the fact that the 

Hierarchy method chooses TIN vertices by considering a larger area than VIP’s 3x3 roving 

window. 
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5.1.2 Hypothesis 2: TIN Accuracy Varies Directly with Number of Elevation Points for 

a Given Level of Terrain Complexity 

My second hypothesis was supported by three of the four TIN methods. LATTICETIN, the 

Drop Heuristic method, and the VIP method all improved in accuracy with the addition of points. 

However, the accuracy achieved by the Hierarchy method often did not improve, and in some 

cases declined, with the addition of TIN vertices. In most cases it seemed that a saturation point 

of TIN vertices was reached. This is because points could not be selected along triangle edges. 

The other methods did not perform in this manner. All points are considered in the Drop 

Heuristic and LATTICETIN methods. All points except for the edge points are considered in the 

VIP method. Therefore, as more points are added to these three methods errors will continue to 

decline. In Lee's study, the Hierarchy method TINs improved with additional points. However, 

Lee only tested one DEM; thus my results are more credible. 

5.1.3 Hypothesis 3: Magnitude of Error Varies Directly with Terrain Complexity for 

a Given Number of TIN Points 

In support of my third hypothesis, there is a correlation between texture and TIN accuracies. 

The higher the texture, the higher the errors. Also, the higher the entropy measure, the more likely 

that LATTICETIN would yield the best results (most accurate TIN). 

5.2 Further Study 

Kumler suggested that further research on the comparison of DEMs and TINs may show how 

the first derivative properties (slope and aspect) compare. He suspects that TINs extracted from 

DEMs may yield more accurate measurements of slope and aspect. However, | believe the DEM 

will be more accurate than the TIN in this instance because the DEM has more data than a TIN. 

More data will likely yield more accurate results. 
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Further research may be done with the texture measure. Instead of computing texture 

measures based on elevation values, perhaps texture measures should be based on either slope or 

aspect. For instance, in TIN construction, fewer points are needed in areas of constant slope. 

These measures may be more closely correlated with the TIN data structure. 

Lastly, further research on the tnangulation of TIN points may be done. An algorithm that 

computes a Delaunay triangulation while considering the z-dimension may yield more accurate 

TINs. Such TINs may have a stronger correlation among texture and accuracy. Therefore, a 

three-dimensional Delaunay triangulation algorithm may be beneficial. 
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Appendix A - The Study DEMs 

All DEMs illustrated in this section are 50 x 50 images windowed out of the original 

DEMs. The surface covered by each windowed image is equivalent to 1.5 km x 1.5 km. 
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Anchorage, AK 

  
Anchorage, AK . 

Anchorage, AK is located in the Alaska Range. These mountains are characteristic of the 

Northern Rockies. The elevation range of this DEM is 258 meters. 
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Ashby Gap, VA 

  

Ashby Gap, VA 
Ashby Gap, VA is located west of Washington DC in the Blue Ridge Mountains of 

Northern Virginia. The elevation range is 150 meters. 
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Belle Creek, MT-WY 

  
Belle Creek, MT 

Belle Creek, MT is located in the Great Plains of south central Montana. This DEM has 

an elevation range of 78 meters. 
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Camas, WA-OR  
 

Camas, WA is located in southeast Washington in the Pacific Coast province. This DEM 

ange is 12 m 

Camas, WA 

n. The elevation range is eters has little terrain variatio 
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Crater Lake West, OR 

  

Crater Lake West, OR 

Crater Lake West, OR is located in the Cascade Range. These mountains are volcanic 

mountains. Crater Lake was formed by the collapse of a stratovolcano. This DEM includes the 

west rim of the caldera. The elevation range is 601 meters. 
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Death Ridge, UT 

  
Death Ridge, UT 

Death Ridge, UT is located in southern Utah in the Colorado Plateau. The elevation range 

is 318 meters. 
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Elliston, VA 

  

  

Elliston, VA 

Elliston, VA is located in the Appalachian Range of southwest Virginia. The region is 
classified as Ridge and Valley. The elevation range is 364 meters. 
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Eloise, FL 

  
Eloise, FL 

Eloise, FL is located between Tampa and Orlando in the Coastal Plains. The region is 

very flat. The elevation range is 5 meters. 
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Entriken, PA 

  
Entnken, PA 

Entriken, PA is located in the Appalachian Range of south central Pennsylvania. The 

region is classified as Ridge and Valley. The elevation range is 202 meters. 
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Evergreen, CO 

  
Evergreen, CO 

Evergreen, CO is located in the Rocky Mountains north of Denver. This particular DEM 

represents a valley between two peaks. The elevation range is 162 meters. 
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Honolulu, HI 

  
Honolulu, HI 

Honolulu, HI is located on the island of Oahu in the Hawaiian Islands. These islands were 

created by volcanic activity. This land form is the most complex and has the largest elevation 

range of 606 meters. 
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Jabez, KY 

      
  

Jabez, KY 

Jabez, KY is located in the Interior Lowlands of eastern Kentucky. The elevation range is 
29 meters. 
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Kalispell, MT 

  
Kalispell, MT 

Kalispell, MT is located just north of Flathead Lake in northwestem Montana. This 

region is found within the Northern Rocky Mountains. The DEM is characterized by the flat 
topography of a glacial valley. The elevation range is 9 meters. 
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Lone Lake, MT 

  
Lone Lake, MT 

Lone Lake, MT is located in northwestern Montana. This region is found within the 

Northern Rocky Mountains. The DEM represents the rugged topography of the mountain peaks 

and ridges. The elevation range is 304 meters. 
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Madison, WV  
 

WV Madison, 

irginia. Madison, WV is located in the Appalachian Plateau of central West V 

elevation range is 76 meters.



Newport, VA 

  
Newport, VA 

Newport, VA is located in the Appalachian Range of southwest Virginia. The topography 

is classified as Ridge and Valley. The DEM captures a good representation of a ridge. The 
elevation range is 269 meters. 
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Oriskany, VA 

  
Oriskany, VA 

Oriskany, VA is located in the Appalachian Range of southwest Virginia. It is classified 

as Ridge and Valley. The DEM captures a good representation of the side of a mountain. The 

elevation range is 375 meters. 
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Phantom Ranch, AZ 

  
  

  

          
Phantom Ranch, AZ 

Phantom Ranch, AZ is located in the Colorado Plateau region of Arizona. The canyon 

erosion caused by flowing water is apparent in the topography. The elevation range is 147 meters. 
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Saxton, PA 

        

    

Saxton, PA 

Saxton, PA is located in south central Pennsylvania in the Ridge and Valley of the 
Appalachian Range. It has an elevation range of 176 meters. 
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Tiefort Mtns. (SE), CA 

  
Tiefort Mtns, CA 

Tiefort Mtns, CA is located in the Basin and Range region of southeastern California. 

The DEM has virtually flat topography except for three local peaks at the south and west edges of 
the image. The elevation range is 67 meters. 
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White Fish, MT 

  
White Fish, MT 

White Fish, MT is located in the Northern Rockies of northwest Montana. The DEM 

contains a lake in the northwest section of the mage and a stream running from the southeast 
comer of the image emptying into the lake. The elevation range is 34 meters. 
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Appendix B - C Code 

This section contains the computer code for the Drop Heuristic, Hierarchy, and VIP TIN 

extraction methods. 
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B.1. Drop Heuristic Program 

/* Mark J. O'Connor * 
* Drop Heuristic Method for extracting TINs from DEMs*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <alloc.h> 

int row,column, // rows & columns in DEM 

* vertex, // vertex pointer 
*x, Fy, *z, // (x,y,z) coords pointers 

*t, // pointer to triangles 
*vtl,*vt2,*vt3, // pointers to vertices of tris 

*nt, // neighboring triangle 

*nonx, *nony, // pointers to 2 (x,y) of neigh tris 

*nonv, // pointer to non vertices 
*tempt, // pointer to temporary triangles 

*tvt], *tvt2, *tvt3, // temporary vertices of temp tris 
*tempnvy, // temp vertices of neighboring tris 

*connect,*connectx,*connecty, // pts neighboring dropped pt if on edge 
*ptlist, *ptlistx, *ptlisty, // points that make up the polygon hole 

*neighbor, *neighstep; // neighboring verts of the lowest vert 

void translation (int *y); // function for writing to outfile 

main() { 

FILE *infile, *outfile, *arcfile; // infile and outfile 

char inname[20],outname[20],arcname[20]; __// names of files 

int totpoints, // total number of points in DEM 
pt,a,b,c,d,e,f // step through pointers 

1,j,k,q,add,count, // counters 

n, // number of points in a triangle (3) 

mod, // modulus value 

fk 1 ,fk2,fk3,fd,fg, // step through pointers 

tri, // triangle # 
tottri, // total # of triangles 

vert,dx,dy, /! dropped vertex and (x,y,z) coords 

vert1,vert2,vert3, // vertices of triangle 

trineigh, /{ neighboring triangle 
nonpt1x3,nonptly3, // pts of neighbor triangles that aren't common 

nonpt1x2,nonpt1y2, if ™ 
nonpt2x1,nonpt2y1, if m 

nonpt2x3,nonpt2y3, I m 
nonpt3x2,nonpt3y2, if m 

nonpt3x1,nonpt3y1, Hf m 

plx,ply,p2x,p2y,p3x,p3y, // temp points for new triangles 
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tempv1,tempv2,tempv3, 

nonvert, 

kv, kx, ky, 

qv,qx,qy, 
first,last,in, 

temp1x,temply,temp1z, 

temp2x,temp2y,temp2z, 

temp3x,temp3y,temp3z, 

stop, 

total, 

nb, 

update, 

up l,up2,up3, 

x12,x23,x31, 

xq1,xq2,xq3, 

qvl,qv2, 

twopts,two, 

checkstep,check, 

checkv1,checkv2, 

Il, 

already, 

nextpt,nextstep, 

list2, list3, 

lowvert,lowvertx,lowverty, 

twoback, 

previouspt, 

list, 

qstep,qq, 
neighbor 1 neighbor 1x,neighbor1ly, 
neighbor2,neighbor2x,neighbor2y, 

neighstep | ,neighstep2, 

addpt, 

add1,add1x,addly,add1step, 

wo" 
// nonvertice 

// vertex & x,y coords of nonpoints 
fo 

// binary switch 

// temporary x,y,z coords 
/ / ant 

foo" 
// # of points in output file 
// # of points left 
// value of original triangle 
// triangle to be updated 

// triangle vertices to be updated 
/f check if x1-x2 =0 

Hho" 
// temporary vertices 

/ counters 
/ ene 

// temporarily stores vertices 
// counter 

// see if vertice is already in *ptlist 
// previous pt added to *ptlist 
// counters through *ptlist 

// lowest vertice values 
// two back in *ptlist 

// previous pt in *ptlist 

// number of pts in *ptlist 
// counters 

// neighbor of the lowest vertice 
// " 
// counter 
/ nn 

// see if pt will be next pt added 

add2,add2x,add2y,add2step, Hf an 

point 1, point!x,pointly,pIstep, 
point2,point2x,point2y,p2step, 

point3,p3step, 

concavel ,concave2, 

xal3,xa23, 

tristep, 

inbefore, inl, in2, 

olist3, 

ptinistep, 
ptin2step, 

addin, 

*ptinstep, 

noadd, 

opoint1,opoint| step, 
opoint2,opoint2step, 
opoint3,opoint3 step, 
timein, 

// point in previously created triangle 
/, / ett 

Hf " 
// see if point is concave 
// see if x1-x2 =0 
// step through temp tnangles 

// if pt was in triangle created 

// temp counter 

// point that is within triangle 
I m 
if a 

/, / ory 

// if point is in triangle 
// temporary point values 

Hf ™ 
/ / we 

// if a remaining pt lies within triangle 
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long 

float 

ptin, 
in3, 

ee, eee, 

tryadd, 

tryaddin, 

addinx, 

addiny, 
four, 

one, 

steptn, 

triangle, 

v1,v2,v3, 

scrnx,scrny,Scrnz; 

distadd1sq,distadd2sq, 
distadd3sq,distadd4sq, 

distadd5sq,distadd6sq, 

alsq,b1sq,clsq, 

a2sq,b2sq,c2sq, 

a3sq,b3sq,c3sq, 

cB 1i,cB2i,cB3i, 

sumxsq,sumysq,sumxy, 
sumz, sumxz, sumyz, 

/ point that lies within triangle 
// binary 

// counters 
// next point to be added 

// next point to be added 
// x value of point 

//y value of point 
// # of pts in triangle polygon 

H# | 
// step to next triangle 

// number of the triangle 
// vertices written to outfile 

// (x,y,z) coords written to outfile 

Hf distance between points squared 
/ / any 

f / TH 

/ / eu 

/ / eer 

// cos of angles 

// values used in matrix 

// values used in matrix 

/ values used in matrix 

plxy,p2xy,p3xy, // values used in making matrix 
plxz,p2xz,p3xz, If “ 

plyz,p2yz,p3yz, Hf 

cgli,cg2i; // cos of angles 

interpval, // interpolated z value 
error, // dz - interpolated z 
jowerror, // lowest error for dropped vertice 

minerror, // the minimum error in the loop 
minerror2, // the second lowest error in the loop 

slopel2,yint12, // slopes and y intercepts 

slope23,yint23, Hf 
slope3 1,yint3 1, Hf m 

slopeq1,yintq1, HM ae 
slopeq2,yintq2, If m 
slopeq3, yintq3, Hf “ 

slopeal13,yinta13, Hf m 
slopea23,yinta23, It mu 
slopeal 2, Hf " 

xval,yval, //x and y values of intersection pt 

msum, // sum of slopes 
msumrecip, // sum of slopes inverted 

bsum, // sum of y intercepts 

epsilon, // small value added so won't divide by 0 

slopelv1,slopelv2, 

angleadd1,angleadd2, 

anglel,angle2, 
lastangle1 ,lastangle2, 

// slopes 

// sum of two angles measured 

// angle criteria for adding pt 
// measure of last angle added 
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point3x, point3y; // point in last triangle created 

double distadd 1 ,distadd2, // distance between points 

distadd3,distadd4, i m 

distadd5,distadd6, // mn 

al,bl,cl,a2,b2,c2,a3,c3, —// “ 

todeg=57.29577951, // radian to degree conversion 
cosgamma!,cosgamma2, // cosine of angles 

gammal,gamma2, // angle measures 

cgld,cg2d, // cosine of angles 

cosalphal ,cosalpha2, Ho" 
cosalpha3,cosgamma3, i " 

cosBetal ,cosBeta2,cosBeta3, if " 

cald,ca2d,ca3d,cg3d, if " 

cB1d,cB2d,cB3d, i " 

alpha ,alpha2, // angle measures 
alpha3,gamma3, ooo" 
sa12,sag3, // sum of 2 angles 

Betal,Beta2,Beta3, // angle measures 

a360, // sum of 3 Beta angles 

v1l, v12, v13, // row | matrix values 

v21, v22, v23, // row 2 matrix values 

v31, v32, v33, // row 3 matrix values 

all, al12, a13, // identity matrix -> solution row 1 

a21, a22, a23, // identity -> solution row 2 

a31, a32, a33, // identity -> solution row 3 

temp, // 7 or -) a row in matrix problem 
coefl, coef2, coef3, // coefficients from matrix 

dz;  // elevation at dropped pt 

/* prompt user to enter DEM filename to be used */ 

clrser(); 

printf ("\nEnter the DEM filename you want to use --> "); 

scanf ("%s" ,inname); 

strcat(inname,".img"); 

if ((infile=fopen(inname,"rb"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening DEM file -- %s",inname); 
exit (0); 

} 

/* prompt user to enter the number of rows & columns in the Idrisi DEM file*/ 
clrscr Q); 
printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of rows in your DEM file --> "); 
scanf ("%d" ,&row); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of columns in your DEM file --> "); 
scanf ("%od",&column); 

// assign values to variables 
totpoints = row * column; 
total = totpoints-4; 
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tottri = (((column-1)*(row-1))*2); 

/* Prompt user for the number of points in output file */ 
cIrscr (); 

printf("\n\n Total number of points in DEM = %d_",totpoints); 
printf("\n Minimum number of points that must remain in DEM = 4"); 
printf("\n\n\n Enter the number of points to be written to output file --> "); 

scanf("%od" &stop); 

/* Prompt user to enter the name of the output file and open file for writing data to it */ 
clrscr (); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the name of the IDRISI file that will "); 

printf ("\n\n contain the Drop Heuristic TIN vertices --> “); 

scanf ("“%s",outname); 
strcat(outname,”.vec"); 

if ((outfile=fopen(outname,"w"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- %s",outname); 

exit (0); 

j 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the name of the ARC/INFO file that will "); 

printf ("\n\n contain the Drop Heuristic TIN vertices --> "); 

scanf ("%s" arcname), 

strcat(arcname,".arc"); 

if ((arcfile=fopen(arcname,"w"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- %s",arcname); 
exit (0); 

j 
printf("\n\n"); 

// allocate memory for pointers 
vertex=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 
if{!vertex) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vertex"); 
exit(1); 

} 
x=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if{!x) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *x"); 
exit(1); 

} 
y=calloc(totpoints, sizeof{int)); 

if(!y) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *y"); 

exit(1); 

} 
z=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if('z) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *z"); 
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exit(1); 

} 
t=calloc(totpoints*2,sizeof(int)); 

if(!t) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *t"); 

exit(1); 

} 
vtl=calloc(totpoints*2,sizeof(int)); 

if({vtl) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt1"); 

exit(1); 

} 
vt2=calloc(totpoints*2, sizeoftint)); 

if({vt2) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt2"); 

exit(1); 

} 
vt3=calloc(totpoints*2,sizeof{int)); 

if(!vt3) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt3"); 

exit(1); 

} 
nt=calloc(50,sizeof(int)); 

if(!nt) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *nt"); 

exit(1); 

} 
nonx=calloc(50,sizeof(int)); 

if(inonx) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *nonx"); 

exit(1); 

} 
nony=calloc(50,sizeof(int)); 

if(!nony) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *nony"); 

exit(1); 

3 
nonv=calloc(50, sizeof(int)); 

if(!nonv) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *nonv"); 
exit(1); 

} 
tempt=calloc(50,sizeof(int)); 

if(‘tempt) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *tempt"), 

exit(1); 
} 
tvtl=calloc(50,sizeoftint)); 

if('tvt1) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *tvt1"), 

exit(1); 
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} 
tvt2=calloc(50,sizeoftint)); 

f('tvt2) § 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *tvt2"); 

exit(1); 

} 
tvt3=calloc(50,sizeof(int)); 

if('tvt3) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *tvt3"); 

exit(1); 

} 
tempnv=calloc(50,sizeoftint)); 

if('tempnv) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *tempnv"); 

exit(1); 

} 
connect=calloc(2, sizeoftint)); 

if(iconnect) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *connect"); 

exit(1); 

connectx=calloc(2,sizeoftint)); 

if(!connectx) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *connectx"); 

exit(1); 

} 
connecty=calloc(2,sizeof(int)); 

if{!connecty) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *connecty"); 

exit(1); 

} 
ptlist=calloc(30,sizeof(int)); 

if('ptlist) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *ptlist"); 
exit(1); 

ptlistx=calloc(30,sizeoftint)); 
if({ptlistx) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *ptlistx"); 

exit(1); 

} 
ptlisty=calloc(30, sizeof{int)); 

if(!ptlisty) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *ptlisty"); 
exit(1); 

} 
neighbor=calloc(2,sizeof(int)); 
if{(‘neighbor) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *neighbor"); 

exit(1); 
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neighstep=calloc(2, sizeoftint)); 

if(ineighstep) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *neighstep"); 

exit(1); 

} 
ptinstep=calloc(10,sizeof(int)); 

if(!ptinstep) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *ptinstep"); 

exit(1); 

} 

/* Read in data from the Idrisi DEM file and * 

* assign values to pointers *x, *y,*z */ 

pt = 0; 
while(pt < totpoints) { 

for (j=0;j<row;j++) { 

for (i=0;1<column;i++) { 

*(vertex+pt) = pt+1; 

*(x+pt)=1, 
*(ytpt)=j; 
*(z+pt)=getw(infile); 

pt=ptt+1; 
} “end fori 

} // end for j 
} // end while pt < 

tri = 0; 

pt = 0; 

// step 2: connect pts to form triangles 
while(tri<tottri) { 

mod = tri % ((column-1)*2); 

if(mod = 0 && pt >=1) pt = ptt]; 

*(t+tri) = tn+1; 

*(vtl+tri) = *(vertex+pt); 

*(vt2+tn) = *(vertex+pt+column+1); 

*(vt3+tri) = *(vertex+ptt+column); 

tri = tri+1; 

mod = tn % ((column-1)*2); 

if(mod == 0 && pt >=1) pt = ptt; 

*(t+tri) = trit+1; 

*(vtl+tri) = *(vertex+pt); 

*(vt2+tri) = *(vertextptt]); 

*(vt3+tri) = *(vertex+pttcolumn+1); 

tn =trit+1; 

pt = pt +1, 
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+ /Fend while tri < 

count = 0; 

minerror = 1000; 

minerror2 = 1000; 

/* step 3: Drop point and create new triangles */ 

while(stop<(total+4)) { 

pt = 0; 
while((pt<totpoints) && (stop<(total+4))) { 

a=0; 

b =0; 

vert = *(vertextpt); 

dx = *(x+pt); 

dy = *(y+pt); 

// if point isn't one of 4 comers 

if((vert !=1) && (vert !=column) && (vert !=(row*column)) && (vert !=((row*column)- 

(column-1))) && (vert !=-1)) { 

/! step 3a: search triangles for the common vertice 
/* 1) Look for neighboring vertices to find triangles * 
* that share a common vertice * 

* 2) Determine the pts. in the neighboring triangles * 
* that are not the common vertice * 

* note - if a triangle has *(vertex+pt) in it, * 
* save *(t+...), save all nonpoints */ 

// search through all triangles for a common vertice 
for(tn=0;tri<tottri;tnit+) { 

vert! = *(yt1I+tri); 

vert2 = *(vt2+tri); 

vert3 = *(vt3+tri); 

// if dropped point is in one of the triangles 

if{((vert == vert1) || (vert == vert2) || (vert == vert3)) { 

trineigh = *(t+tri); 
if(trineigh != -1) { 

if ((vert == vert]) && (vert != vert2) && (vert != vert3)) { 

// put value in neighboring tri 
*(nt+a) = trineigh; 

// put value in nonvertice pointers 
*(nonv+b) = vert2; 

*(tempnv+b) = vert2; 

*(nonv+b+1) = vert3; 

*(tempnv+b+1) = vert3; 
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// non points 
nonpt1x2 = *(x+(vert2-1)); 

*(nonx+b) = nonpt1x2; 

nonptly2 = *(y+({vert2-1)); 
*(nony+b) = nonptly?2; 

nonpt1x3 = *(x+(vert3-1)); 

*(nonxt+b+]) = nonpt1x3; 

nonptly3 = *(y+(vert3-1)); 

*(nony+b+1) = nonptly3; 

a=atl; 
b = b+2; 

} Hend if vert = 

if ((vert {= vert!) && (vert == vert2) && (vert != vert3)) { 

*(nt+a) = trineigh; 

// put value in nonvertice pointer 
*(nonv+b) = vert1; 

*(tempnv+b) = vert 1; 
*(nonv+b+1) = vert3; 

*(tempnv+b+1) = vert3; 

nonpt2x1 = *(x+(vert1-1)); 
*(nonx+b) = nonpt2x1; 

nonpt2y1 = *(y+(vert1-1)); 

*(nony+b) = nonpt2y1; 

nonpt2x3 = *(x+(vert3-1)); 

*(nonx+bt+1) = nonpt2x3; 
nonpt2y3 = *(y+(vert3-1)); 

*(nony+b+1) = nonpt2y3; 

a=atl; 

b = b+2; 

} // end if vert != 

if ((vert != vert]) && (vert != vert2) && (vert = vert3)) { 

*(nt+a) = trineigh; 

// put value in nonvertice pointer 
*(nonv+b) = vert1; 

*(tempnvtb) = vert!; 

*(nonv+b+1) = vert2; 

*(tempnv+b+1) = vert2; 
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nonpt3x1 = *(x+(vert1-1)); 

*(nonxt+b) = nonpt3x1; 

nonpt3yl = *(y+(vert1-1)); 

*(nony+b) = nonpt3y1; 

nonpt3x2 = *(x+(vert2-1)); 

*(nonx+bt+1) = nonpt3x2; 

nonpt3y2 = *(y+(vert2-1)); 

*(nony+b+1) = nonpt3y2; 

a=atl; 

b = bt2; 

} “end if vert != 

} // end if trineigh != -1 

} // end if vert == vert! .... 

} // end for tri... 

/* Step 3b: find the first point to be placed in polygon hole list * 
* ~ the lowest vertice is selected */ 

lowvert = 10000; 

twoback = 10000; 

list = 0; 

// Find the first point 

for(q=0;q<b;) { 

qvl = *(nonv+q); 

qv2 = *(nonv+q+1); 

if(qvl<lowvert) { 

lowvert = qv1; 

qstep = q, 
; 

if(qv2<lowvert) { 

lowvert = qv2; 

qstep = q+]; 
} 

if(q+ 1==(b-1)) { 
*(ptlisttlist) = lowvert; 

*(ptlistx list) = *(nonx+qstep); 
*(ptlistytlist) = *(nonyt+qstep); 

list = list+++; 
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q=qt2; 

} // end for q 

// Find the neighboring vertices for the dropped point that was on edge 

if(vertYorow == 1 || vertYorow == 0 || vert<=row || vert>(row*(column-1))) { 

twopts = 0; 

while(twopts < 2) { 

two=1; 

checkstep = 0; 
check = 0; 

for(q=0;q<b;qt++) { 

checkv1 = *(tempnv+q); 

if(checkv1 > 0 && check == 0) { 

checkv2 = checkv1; 

checkstep = q; 

*(tempnvt+q) = -1; 

check = 1; 

} // end checknv1 

if(checkv1] == checkv2 && q != checkstep) { 

*(tempnvtq) = -1; 

two = 2; 

q = b-1, 
} // end if 

if(q == (b-1)) { 

if(two != 2) { 

*(connect+twopts) = checkv2; 
*(connectx+twopts) = *(nonx+checkstep); 

*(connecty+twopts) = *(nony+checkstep); 

twopts = twoptst++; 

} // end if two 

} / end ifq = 

} // end for q 

} // end while twopts < 2 

*(nonv+b) = *(connect+0); 

*(nonx+b) = *(connectx+0); 
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*(nonyt+b) = *(connecty+0); 

*(nonv+(b+1)) = *(connect+1); 

*(nonx+(b+1)) = *(connectx+1); 

*(nonyt+(b+1)) = *(connecty+1); 

b = b+2; 

} / end if vert =.... 

/* Step 3c: Find the two neighboring points of the first point * 
* placed in the polygon hole pt list */ 

qq = 0; 
neighbor1 = 10000; 

neighbor2 = 10000; 

// Find the 2 neighboring vertices 

for(q=0;q<b;) { 

qvi = *({nonvt+q); 

qv2 = *{(nonv+qt1); 

if(qv1==lowvert) { 

*(neighstep+qq) = q+1; 
*(neighbor+qq) = qv2; 

’ qq = qqt*, 

if(qv2==lowvert) { 

*(neighsteptqq) = q; 
*(neighbor+qq) = qvl; 

, qq = qq+, 

if(q+1==(b-1)) { 
neighbor! = *(neighbor+0); 

neighbor2 = *(neighbor+1); 

neighstep1 = *(neighstep+0); 

neighstep2 = *(neighstep+1),; 

} 

q=qt2, 

} //end for q 

epsilon = .000001; 

/* Step 3d: See which of the neighboring points will be point 2 * 
* in the point list 

* - pt list is constructed in counter-clockwise order */ 
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neighbor1x = *(nonx+neighstep 1); 
neighborly = *(nony+neighstep 1); 

neighbor2x = *({nonx+neighstep2); 
neighbor2y = *(nony+neighstep2); 

lowvertx = *(nonx+qstep), 

lowverty = *(nony+qstep); 

/* Calculate slopes of lines * 

* subtract an epsilon value from the neighbor_x values * 
* so there are no slopes of infinite */ 
slopelv1 = (float)(-1.0*(lowverty-neighbor 1 y)/(lowvertx-neighbor1x+epsilon)); 

slopelv2 = (float)(-1.0*(lowverty-neighbor2y)/(lowvertx-neighbor2x+epsilon)); 

if(slopelv! != 0 && slopelv2 == 0) { 
*(ptlist+hst) = neighbor]; 

*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor1x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighborly; 

list = list++; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor]; 

} 

if(slopelv2 != 0 && slopelv] == 0) { 
*(ptlistt+list) = neighbor2; 

*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor2x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighbor2y; 

list = list++; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor2; 

} 

if(slopelv1 > 0 && slopelv2 >0) { 

if(slopelv1 < slopelv2) { 

*(ptlist+list) = neighbor1; 
*(ptlistxtlist) = netghbor1x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighborly; 

list = list++; 
twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor]; 

} 

if(slopelv2 < slopelv1) { 

*(ptlist+list) = neighbor2; 

*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor2x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighbor2y; 
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} 

list = listt+; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor2; 

if(slopelv1 < 0 && slopelv2 <0) { 

} 

if(slopelv1 < slopelv2) { 
*(ptlist+list) = neighbor]; 

*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor1x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighborly; 

list = list++-; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor; 

} 

if{slopelv2 < slopelv1) { 
*(ptlist+list) = neighbor2; 

*(ptlistxtlist) = neighbor2x; 
*(ptlisty+list) = neighbor2y; 

list = list++; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor2; 

if{slopelv2 > 0 && slopelvl <0) { 

} 

*(ptlistt+list) = neighbor2; 
*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor2x; 

*(ptlisty+list) = neighbor2y; 

list = list++; 

twoback = lowvert; 

previouspt = neighbor2; 

if(slopelv2 < 0 && slopelvl > 0) { 
*(ptlist Hist) = neighbor]; 

*(ptlistx+list) = neighbor 1x; 
*(ptlisty+ist) = neighborly; 

list = list++; 

twoback = lowvert; 
previouspt = neighbor]; 
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/* Step 3e: Find subsequent points that will be placed in * 
* polygon hole pt list */ 

while(list<b/2) { 

for(q=0;q<b;) { 

qvl = *(nonv+q); 

qv2 = *(nonvt+qt+l); 

for(II=0;Il<list;!l++) { 
already = *(ptlist+ll); 

if(already != nextpt) { 

if(qvl = previouspt && qv2 != twoback) { 

nextpt = qv2; 

nextstep = qt]; 

} 

if{qv2 == previouspt && qvl != twoback) { 

nextpt = qv]; 

nextstep = q; 

} 

} // end if already 

} // end for Il 

if(q+1 = (b-1)) { 
*(ptlistt+list) = nextpt; 

*(ptlistx+list) = *(nonx+nextstep); 

*(ptlistytlist) = *(nony+nextstep); 

twoback = previouspt; 
previouspt = nextpt; 

list = list++; 

} 

q=4qt2; 

} // end for q 

} // end while list<..... 

/* Step 3f: Re-Triangulate the hole */ 

tristep = 0; 

list2 = 0; 

list3 = list-1; 

point] = *(ptlist+list2); 
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plstep = list2; 

list2 = list2++; 

point2 = *(ptlist+list2), 

p2step = list2; 
list2 = list2++; 

point3 = 0; 

point3x = *(ptlistx+p1Istep)-.001; 

point3y = *(ptlisty+p1step)-.001; 

addpt = 2; 

inbefore = 0; 

while(addpt < list) { 

inl = 0; 

in2 = 0; 

noadd = 0; 

add] = *(ptlist+list2); 
add2 = *(ptlist+list3); 

// if only one point left in *ptlist 

if(add1 == add2) { 

*(temptttristep) = tristep+1; 
*(tvtl+tristep) = point1,; 
*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 
*(tvt3+tristep) = add1; 

tristep = tristep++; 

addpt = addptt+; 

// if triangle was created where add1 and add2 had pts in them 
if(inbefore == 1) { 

list3 = olist3; 

list2 = ptin+1; 

point] = opoint]; 

plstep = opoint1 step; 
point2 = opoint2; 

p2step = opoint2step; 
point3 = opoint3; 

p3step = opoint3step; 

inbefore = 0; 
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} 

/f if more than one point left in *ptlist 
if{add1 != add2) { 

add1x = *(ptlistx+list2); 

addiy = *(ptlisty+ist2); 
add1step = list2; 
add2x = *(ptlistx+list3); 

add2y = *(ptlisty+list3); 
add2step = list3; 

point1x = *(ptlistx+p1 step); 
pointly = *(ptlisty+p1 step); 

point2x = *(ptlistxt+p2step); 

point2y = *(ptlisty+p2step); 

// see if first addpt is concave 
if(addpt == 2) { 

concavel = 1; 

concave2 = I; 

slope12 =(float)-1.*(point1ly-point2y)/(point 1x-point2x+epsilon); 
slopeal2 =(float)-1.*(addly-point2y)/(add1x-point2x+epsilon); 

if(slope12 >0 && slopeal2 >0 && slope12 >=slopeal2) concavel1=0; 
if(slope12 > 0 && slopeal2 < 0 && add1x < point2x) concavel=0; 

if(slope12<0 && slopeal2 < 0 && slope12 >=slopeal2) concavel=0; 

if(slopel2 < 0 && slopeal2 > 0) concavel = 0; 

iffadd1x < point2x && slopeal2 = 0) concavel = 0; 

} // end if addpt = 2 

if{addpt>2) { 
point3x = *(ptlistx+p3step); 
point3y = *(ptlisty+p3step); 

concavel = 0; 

concave2 = 0; 

/* Determine if point ts concave */ 
/* Find equation of line passing through point] and point2 * 

* Find equation of line passing through point3 and add1 
* Find equation of line passing through point3 and add2 * 
* equation of line: y = mx +b */ 

x12 = -2000; 

xal3 = -2000; 

xa23 = -2000; 

if(point 1x == point2x) x12 = point1x; 
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if{(point 1x != point2x) { 

slopel2 =(float)1.*(point 1 y-point2y)/(point 1x-point2x+ epsilon); 

yint12 = (float) point] y-(slope12* point 1x); 

} 

if(add1x == point3x) xal3 = point3x; 

if(add1x != point3x) { 

slopeal3 =(float)1.*(add1y-point3y)/(add1x-point3x+epsilon), 

yintal3 = (float)add1y-(slopeal3*add1x); 

} 

if(add2x == point3x) xa23 = point3x; 

if(add2x |= point3x) { 

slopea23 =(float)1.*(add2y-point3y)/(add2x-point3x+epsilon); 

yinta23 = (float)add2y-(slopea23 *add2x); 

j 

// find intersection of linep3al and linep1p2 

xval = -1000; 

if(x12 == point1x) xval = x12; 

if(xal3 == point3x) xval = xal3; 

if(xval == -1000) { 
msum = (slopeal3+(-1*slope12)); 

if(msum != 0.0) { 

msumrecip = 1.0/msum; 
bsum = (yinta]3*-1.0)+yint12; 

// get x value 

xval = bsum*msumrecip; 
yval = (slope!2*xval)+yint 12; 

} // end if msum 

if (msum = 0.0) yval = -1000.0; 

} // end if xval = 

if(xval == x12) yval = (slopea13*xval)+yinta13; 

if(xval == xa13) yval = (slope12*xval)+yint12; 

if(point3y == addly) yval = point3y; 

// if x,y coord lies on line between two endpoints 
if((point3x != xval || point3y |= yval) && (add1x != xval || addly != yval)) { 
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if(((point3x<=xval && xval<=add1x) || (point3x>=xval && 
xval>=add1x)) && ((point3y<=yval && yval<=add1y) || (point3y>=yval && yval>=addly))) concavel = 1; 

} // end if point3x |= ..... 

Hf find intersection of linep3a2 and linep1p2 

xval = -1000; 

1f(x12 = point1x) xval = x12; 
if(xa23 == point3x) xval = xa23; 

if{xval = -1000) { 
msum = (slopea23+(-1*slope12)); 

if(msum != 0.0) { 

msumrecip = 1.0/msum; 

bsum = (yinta23*-1.0)+yint12; 

/! get x value 

xval = bsum*msumrecip; 

yval = (slope12*xval)+yint 12; 
} // end if msum 

if (msum = 0.0) yval = -1000.0; 

} // end if xval = 

if(xval == x12) yval = (slopea23*xval)+yinta23; 

if(xval == xa23) yval = (slope12*xval)+yint12; 

if(point3y == add2y) yval = point3y; 

// if x,y coord lies on line between two endpoints 
if{((point3x != xval || point3y != yval) && (add2x != xval || add2y != yval)) { 

if(((point3x<=xval && xval<=add2x) || (point3x>=xval && 

xval>=add2x)) && ((point3y<=yval && yval<=add2y) || (point3y>=yval && yval>=add2y))) concave2 = 1; 
} // end if point3x != ..... 

} // end if addpt >2 

/* Measure angles between add1 and point! and point2 & 

* between add2 and point] and point2 
* 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length 

* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices 
* 2: measure the angles between the proposed vertices */ 

* 

/* Angle 1 */ 
alsq = pow((add1x-point 1x),2)t+pow((add1ly-point1y),2); 

al = pow(alsq,.5); 
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blsq = pow((point 1 x-point2x),2)+pow((point 1 y-point2y),2); 

b1 = pow(bIsq,.5); 

clsq = pow((add1x-point2x),2)+pow((add 1 y-point2y),2); 

cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosalphal = (alsq-b1sq-clsq)/((-2)*(b1)*{c1)); 

cali = (long}((cosalpha1)/(.000001)); 

cald = (double)((cal1)*(.000001)); 

alphal = acos(cald); 
alphal = alphal *todeg; 

if(alphal >179.99 || alphal < .01) { 

concavel = 0; 

} 

cosgammal = (clsq-bIsq-alsq)/((-2)*(b1)*(al)); 

cgli = (long)((cosgamma1)/(.000001)); 

cgld = (double)((cg11)*(.000001)); 

gammal = acos(cg1d); 

gammal = gamma! *todeg; 

if(gamma] >179.99 || gammal < .01) { 

concavel = 0; 

} 

angleadd! = alphal + gammal; 

/* Angle 2 */ 
a2sq = pow((add2x-point2x),2)+pow((add2y-point2y),2); 
a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((point 1x-point2x),2)+pow((point1y-point2y),2); 
b2 = pow(b2sq,.5); 

c2sq = pow((add2x-point1x),2)+pow((add2y-point 1 y),2); 
c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosalpha2 = (a2sq-b2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(b2)*(c2)); 

ca2i = (long)((cosalpha2)/(.000001)); 

ca2d = (double)((ca2i)*(.000001)); 

alpha2 = acos(ca2d); 

alpha2 = alpha2*todeg; 

if(alpha2 >179.99 || alpha2 < .01) { 

concave2 = 0; 

} 

cosgamma2 = (c2sq-b2sq-a2sq)/((-2)*(b2)*(a2)); 

cg2i = (long)((cosgammaz2)/(.000001)); 

cg2d = (double)((cg2i)*(.000001)); 

gammaz2 = acos(cg2d); 
gamma2 = gamma2*todeg; 

if(gamma2 >179.99 || gamma2 < .01) { 

concave2 = 0; 
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} 

angleadd2 = alpha2 + gamma2 

// calculate angle measure 
anglel = fabs(angleadd1 - 120.0); 

angle2 = fabs(angleadd2 - 120.0); 

if(addpt == 2) { 

if(concavel != 1) { 

anglel = 500.0; 

} 
if{(concave2 != 1) { 

angle2 = 500.0; 
} 

} 

if(addpt > 2) { 
if(concavel != 1) { 

angle! = 500.0; 

} 
if(concave2 != 1) { 

angle2 = 500.0; 

} 

// make sure that a point that could have been added is added 
if(angle1>lastangle] && lastanglel > 0.0 && anglel < 500.0) { 

anglel = -1.0; 

} 

if(angle2>lastangle2 && lastangle2 > 0.0 && angle2 < 500.0) { 

angle2 = -1.0; 

} 

} // end if addpt >2 

// update lastangle values 
if(angle1<angle2) { 

lastangle1 = 100.0; 

lastangle2 = angle2; 

} 
if{angle2<angle1) { 

lastanglel = anglel; 
lastangle2 = 100.0; 

} 
iffanglel == angle2) { 

lastanglel = 100.0; 
lastangle2 = angle2; 

} 

timein = 0; 
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// check to see if new triangle will contain other pts. within it 
for(e=(list2+1);e<=list3;e++) { 

/* consider pointlx, pointly,point2x, point2y, add1x, addly*/ 
/* Test to see if a remaining point lies within the triangle * 

* step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length * 

* of the lmes connecting the pt. to the vertices * 
* step 2: measure the angles between the lines * 

* step 3: sum the three angles */ 

// point tested 
dx = *(ptlistx+e); 

dy = *(ptlisty+e); 

/* sub-triangle 1 */ 

alsq = pow((dx-point 1x),2)+pow((dy-point 1 y),2); 

al = pow(alsq,.5); 

blsq = pow((point 1x-point2x),2)+pow((point] y-point2y),2); 

clsq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 
cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosBetal = (b1sq-alsq-clsq)/((-2)*(al)*(c1)); 
cBli = (long}{((cosBeta1)/{.000001)); 
cB1d = (double)((cB 1i)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cB1d); 

Betal = Betal *todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 2 */ 

a2sq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 
a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((point2x-add1x),2)+pow((point2y-add1y),2); 
c2sq = pow((dx-add1x),2)+pow((dy-add1ly),2); 

c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 
cB2i = (long){(cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 

cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 
a3sq = pow((dx-add1x),2)t+pow((dy-add1y),2); 
a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((add1x-point 1x),2)+pow((add1y-point1y),2); 

c3sq = pow((dx-point 1x),2)+pow((dy-point1y),2); 

c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 
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cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/((-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 
cB3i = (long)((cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 

cB3d = (double)((cB31)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3*todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 
if{a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 

anglel = 1000.0; 
inl = 1; 

*(ptinstep+timein) = e; 
timein = timeint++,; 

} // end if a360 

} // end fore 

// check to see if new triangle will contain other pts. within it 
for(e=list2;e<=(list3-1);e++) { 

/* consider pointix, pointly,point2x, point2y, add2x, add2y*/ 
/* Test to see if a remaining point lies within the triangle * 
* step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length * 
* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices * 
* step 2: measure the angles between the lines * 
* step 3: sum the three angles */ 

// point tested 

dx = *(ptlistx+e); 

dy = *(ptlisty+e), 

/* sub-triangle 1 */ 

alsq = pow((dx-point1x),2)+pow((dy-point1y),2); 
al = pow(alsq,.5); 

blsq = pow((point 1x-point2x),2)+pow/((point 1 y-point2y), 2); 

clsq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 
cl = pow(cisq,.5); 

cosBetal = (b1sq-alsq-clsq)/((-2)*(al)*(c1)); 

cB1i = (long){(cosBetal )/(.000001)); 

cB1d = (double)((cB 11)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cB1d); 

Betal = Betal *todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 2 */ 
a2sq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 

a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 
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b2sq = pow((point2x-add2x),2)+pow((point2y-add2y),2); 

c2sq = pow((dx-add2x),2)+pow((dy-add2y),2); 

c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 
cB2i = (iong)({(cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 
cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 
a3sq = pow((dx-add2x),2)+pow((dy-add2y),2); 

a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((add2x-point 1x),2)+pow((add2y-point1y),2); 
c3sq = pow((dx-point1x),2)}+pow((dy-point1y),2); 

c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 

cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/((-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 
cB3i = (long)((cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 
cB3d = (double)((cB3i)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3 *todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 
if(a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 

angle2 = 1000.0; 

in2 = 1; 

*(ptinstep+timein) = e; 

timein = timeint++; 

} // end if a360 

} //end fore 

// if both triangles had a pt within or if add_ were both concave 

if((inl== 1 && in2 = 1) || (inl = 1 && in2 |= 1 && concavel != 1 && 
concave2 != 1)) { 

// check to see if new triangle will contain other pts. within it 
for(ee=0;ee<timein;ee++) { 

/* Test to see if'a remaining point lies within the triangle * 

* step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length * 
* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices * 

* step 2: measure the angles between the lines * 
* step 3: sum the three angles */ 
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// assumed new point 
tryadd = *(ptinsteptee); 

addinx = *(ptlistx+tryadd); 
addiny = *(ptlisty+tryadd); 

for(eee=0;eee<timein;eee++) { 

tryaddin = *(ptinstepteee); 

dx = *(ptlistx+tryaddin); 
dy = *(ptlisty+tryaddin); 

if(addinx != dx || addiny != dy) { 

/* sub-triangle | */ 

alsq = pow((dx-point1x),2)+pow((dy-point]y),2); 

al = pow(alsq,.5); 

b1sq = pow((point 1x-point2x),2)+pow((point 1 y-point2y),2); 
clsq = pow(¢dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 

cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosBetal = (b1]sq-alsq-clsq)/((-2)*(al)*(c1)); 

cB 1i = (long)((cosBeta1)/(.000001)); 

cB1d = (double)((cB 1i)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cB1d); 

Betal = Beta! *todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 2 */ 
a2sq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 

a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((point2x-addinx),2)+pow((point2y-addiny),2); 

c2sq = pow((dx-addinx),2)+pow((dy-addiny),2); 
c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 
cB2i = (long)((cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 

cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 

a3sq = pow((dx-addinx),2)+pow((dy-addiny),2); 

a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((addinx-point 1x),2)+pow((addiny-point1y),2); 

c3sq = pow((dx-point!x),2)+pow((dy-point 1 y),2); 
c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 
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cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/((-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 

cB31 = (long)((cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 

cB3d = (double)((cB3i)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3*todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 

if(a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 
in3 = 1; 

} / end if a360 

} H end if dx !=... 

if(eee = timein-1 && in3 == 0) { 
ptin = tryadd; 

addin = *(ptlist+ptin); 

ee = timein; 

} // end if eee == timein-1 ... 

} // end for eee 

} // end fore 

if(concavel != 1 && concave2 != 1) { 

ptin = list2+1; 

addin = *(ptlist+ptin); 

3 

*(tempt+tristep) = (tristep+1); 
*(tvtl+tristep) = point1; 

*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 

*(tvt3+tristep) = addin; 

tristep = tristep++; 

olist3 = list3; 

list3 = ptin-1; 

if{(point 1] == *(ptlist+(list2-1))) { 
point! = *(ptlist+p1step); 

point3 = *(ptlist+p2step); 

point2 = *(ptlist+ptin); 
plstep = plstep; 

p3step = p2step; 

p2step = ptin; 
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opoint1 = point3; 

opoint I step = p3step; 
opoint2 = point2; 
opoint2step = p2step; 
opoint3 = point]; 
opoint3step = plstep; 

} // end if point] =... 

if(point 1 == *(ptlist+(olist3+1)) || point] == *(ptlist+0)) { 
point3 = *(ptlist+p1step); 

point! = *(ptlist+ptin), // switched 1&2 

point2 = *(ptlist+p2step); HI 
p3step = pl step; 

pistep = ptin; 

p2step = p2step; 

opoint! = point3; 

opoint|step = p3step; // switched 1&2 
opoint2 = point1; 

opoint2step = p|step; 

opoint3 = point2; 

opoint3step = p2step; 

} “4 end if point] =... 

inbefore = 1; 

} “end ifini 1 .... 

// if triangles contained no points and add_ were not concave 
if((inl != 1 || in2 != 1) && (concavel == | || concave2 = 1)) { 

// add points to the tnangulation 
if(anglel < angle2) { 

*(tempt+tristep) = tristep+1; 

*(tvtl+tristep) = point1; 

*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 
*(tvt3+tristep) = add1; 

tristep = tristep++; 

list2 = list2++; 

point3 = *(ptlist+p2step); 
p3step = p2step; 

point! = *(ptlist+pIstep); 

point2 = *(ptlistt+add1 step); 
p2step = addistep; 
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} // end if anglel <=... 

if(angle2 < anglel) { 

*(tempt+tristep) = tristep+1; 
*(tvt1+tristep) = point! 

*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 
*(tvt3+tristep) = add2; 

tristep = tnistep++; 

list3 = list3-1; 

point3 = *(ptlist+p1 step); 

p3step = pistep; 

point] = *(ptlist+add2step); 

pomnt2 = *(ptlist+p2step); 

plstep = add2step; 

} // end if angle2 < ... 

if(anglel == angle2) { 

*(tempt+ttristep) = tristep+1; 

*(tvtl+tristep) = point]; 

*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 

*(tvt3+tristep) = add1; 

tristep = tristep++; 
list2 = list2++; 

point3 = *(ptlist+p2step); 

p3step = p2step; 

point] = *(ptlist+p!step); 

point2 = *(ptlisttadd1 step); 
point2x = *(ptlistxt+add1 step); 

point2y = *(ptlisty+add1 step); 

p2step = add1step; 

// check to see if new triangle will contain other pts. within it 
for(e=list2;e<=(list3-1);e++) { 

/* consider point]x, pointly,point2x, point2y, add2x, add2y*/ 

/* Test to see if a remaining point lies within the triangle * 
* ‘step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length * 
* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices * 

* step 2: measure the angles between the lines * 
* step 3: sum the three angles */ 

// point tested 

dx = *(ptlistx+e); 
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dy = *(ptlisty+e), 

/* sub-triangle 1 */ 
alsq = pow((dx-point1x),2)+pow((dy-point1 y),2); 

al = pow(alsq,.5); 

blsq = pow((point1x-point2x),2)+pow((point1y-point2y),2); 

clsq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 
cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosBetal = (bl sq-alsq-clsq)/((-2)*(al)*(c1)); 

cB 1i = (long)((cosBeta1)/(.000001)); 

cB1d = (double)((cB 11)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cBld); 

Betal = Betal *todeg: 

/* sub-triangle 2 */ 

a2sq = pow((dx-point2x),2)+pow((dy-point2y),2); 

a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((point2x-add2x),2)+pow((point2y-add2y),2); 

c2sq = pow((dx-add2x),2)+pow((dy-add2y),2); 

c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 

cB2i = (long)((cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 

cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 

a3sq = pow((dx-add2x),2)+pow((dy-add2y),2); 

a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((add2x-point 1x),2)+pow((add2y-point1y),2); 

c3sq = pow((dx-point 1x),2)+pow((dy-point1y),2); 

c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 

cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/({-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 

cB3i = (long){(cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 

cB3d = (double)((cB3i)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3*todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 
if{a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 

noadd = 1; 

} // end if a360 
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} //end fore 

if(noadd != 1) { 

*(tempt+tristep) = tristep+1; 

*(tvtI+tristep) = point]; 

*(tvt2+tristep) = point2; 

*(tvt3+tristep) = add2; 

tristep = tristep++; 

list3 = list3-1; 

point3 = *(ptlistt+p1 step); 

p3step = plstep; 

point] = *(ptlisttadd2step); 
point2 = *(ptlist+p2step); 

pistep = add2step; 

lastangle2 = 100.0; 
addpt = addpt++; 

if(e>=(list3-1) && inbefore == 1) { 

list3 = olist3; 

list2 = ptint1; 

point] = opoint1; 
plstep = opoint1step; 

point2 = opoint2; 
p2step = opoint2step; 

point3 = opoint3; 
p3step = opoint3step; 

inbefore = 0; 

} / end ife>=... 

} / end if noadd... 

} //end if anglel = ..... 

} // end ifin] !=.... 

addpt = addptt; 

} // end if add! != add2 

} // end while addpt... 

lastangle! = 100.0; 
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lastangle2 = 100.0; 

/* step 4a: see what tri the dropped pt was in */ 
lowerror = 1000.0; 

c = tristep; 

for(e=0;e<c;e++) { 

// scan *(temptt+e) for vertices and (x,y) coords 

// get vertices 
tempv1 = *(tvtl+e); 

tempv2 = *(tvt2+e); 

tempv3 = *(tvt3+e), 

// get x,y coords 
temp1x = *(x+(tempv1-1)); 

temply = *(y+(tempv1-1)); 

temp1z = *(z+(tempv1-1)); 

temp2x = *(x+(tempv2-1)); 

temp2y = *(y+(tempv2-1)); 

temp2z = *(z+(tempv2-1)); 

temp3x = *(x+(tempv3-1)); 
temp3y = *(y+(tempv3-1)); 
temp3z = *(z+(tempv3-1)); 

/* Test to see if the new point lies within the triangle 
* step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length 
* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices 
* step 2: measure the angles between the lines 

* step 3: sum the three angles 

// dropped point 

dx = *(xtpt); 

dy = *(y+pt); 
dz = (double)*(z+pt); 

/* sub-triangle 1 */ 

alsq = pow((dx-temp1x),2)+pow((dy-temp1y),2); 
al = pow(alsgq,.5); 

blsq = pow((temp1x-temp2x),2)+pow((temp1y-temp2y),2); 
clsq = pow((dx-temp2x),2)+pow((dy-temp2y),2); 
cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosBetal = (b1sq-alsq-c1lsq)/((-2)*(al)*(c1)); 

cB1i = (long)((cosBeta 1 )/(.000001)); 

cB1d = (double)((cB11)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cB1d); 

Betal = Betal *todeg; 
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/* sub-triangle 2 */ 

a2sq = pow((dx-temp2x),2)+pow((dy-temp2y),2); 

a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((temp2x-temp3x),2)+pow((temp2y-temp3y),2); 
c2sq = pow((dx-temp3x),2)+pow((dy-temp3y),2); 

c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 
cB2i = (long)((cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 

cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 
a3sq = pow((dx-temp3x),2)+pow((dy-temp3y),2); 

a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((temp3x-temp1x),2)}+pow((temp3y-temp 1 y),2); 

c3sq = pow((dx-temp1x),2)+pow((dy-temp 1 y),2); 

c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 

cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/((-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 
cB31 = (long)((cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 

cB3d = (double)((cB3i)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3*todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 
if(a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 

// step 4b: interpolate value at dropped point 
/* Interpolates the z values across the surface of a triangle * 

* Calculated by Matrix Algebra */ 

// determine values used in matrix problem 
n=3; 

sumx=temp 1x+temp2x+temp3x; 

sumy=temp ly+temp2y+temp3y; 

sumxsq=pow(temp 1x,2)+pow(temp2x,2)+pow(temp3x, 2); 

sumysq=pow(temp 1 y,2)+pow(temp2y,2)+pow(temp3y,2); 

plxy=(long)(temp1x)*(temp1y); 
p2xy=(long)(temp2x)*(temp2y), 
p3xy=(long)(temp3x)*(temp3y), 

sumxy=p | xy+p2xytp3xy; 
sumz=temp 1z+temp2z+temp3z; 

plxz=(long)(temp1x)*(temp1z); 
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p2xz=(long)(temp2x)*(temp2z); 
p3xz=(long)(temp3x)*(temp3z); 

sumxz=p 1xzt+p2xz+p3xz; 

plyz=(ong)(temp 1 y)*(temp1z); 

p2yz=(long)(temp2y)*(temp2z); 

p3yz=(long)(temp3y)*(temp3z); 

sumyz=p lyztp2yztp3yz; 

// change variables to do matrix inversion 

vll=n; 

v12=sumx; 

v13=sumy; 

v2 1=sumx; 

v22=sumxsq; 

v23=sumxy; 

v3 1=sumy; 

v32=sumxy; 

v33=sumysq; 

// set up identity matrix 

al1l=1; 

al2=0; 

al3=0; 

a21=0; 

a22=1,; 

a23=0; 

a3 1=0; 

a32=0; 

a33=1; 

// Begin matrix inversion 

// step 1 

temp=v11; 

vll=v1i/temp; 

v12=v12/temp; 

v13=v13/temp; 

all=al1/Aemp; 

al2=al12/temp; 

al3=a13/temp; 

// step 2 

temp=v21; 

v2 1=v21-(v11*temp); 

v22=v22-(v12*temp); 

v23=v23-(v13*temp); 

a2 1=a21-(al1*temp); 

a22=a22-(al2*temp); 

a23=a23-(al3*temp); 
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/ step 3 

temp=v22; 

v21=v21/temp; 

v22=v22/temp; 

v23=v23/temp; 

a2 1=a21/temp; 
a22=a22/temp; 

a23=a23/temp; 

Hf step 4 
temp=v12; 

vll=v11-(v21*temp),; 

v12=v12-(v22*temp); 

v13=v13-(v23*temp); 

al ]=al 1-(a21*temp); 

al2=al2-(a22*temp); 

al3=a13-(a23*temp); 

// step 5 

temp=v3 1; 

v3 1=v3 1-(v1 1 *temp); 

v32=v32-(v12*temp); 

v33=v33-(v13*temp); 

a3 l=a3 1-(al1*temp); 

a32=a32-(al2*temp); 

a33=a33-(a13*temp); 

// step 6 

temp=v32; 

v3 1=v3 1-(v21*temp); 

v32=v32-(v22*temp); 

v33=v33-(v23*temp); 

a3 1=a31-(a21*temp); 

a32=a32-(a22*temp),; 

a33=a33-(a23*temp); 

// step 7 
temp=v33; 

v3 1=v3 1/temp; 

v32=v32/temp; 

v33=v33/temp; 

a3 1=a3 1/temp; 

a32=a32/temp; 

a33=a33/temp; 

// step 8 
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temp=v23; 

v2 1=v21-(v31*temp); 

v22=v22-(v32*temp),; 

v23=v23-(v33*temp); 

a2 1=a21-(a3 1*temp); 
a22=a22-(a32*temp); 
a23=a23-(a33*temp); 

Hf step 9 
temp=v13; 

vill=v11-(v31*temp); 
v12=v12-(v32*temp); 

v13=v13-(v33*temp); 

al l=al1-(a31*temp); 

al2=a12-(a32*temp); 
al3=a13-(a33*temp); 

// Compute the unknown coefficients 
coef1=(al 1 *sumz)+(al2*sumxz)+(al3*sumyz); 

coef2=(a2 1 *sumz)+(a22*sumxz)+(a23 *sumyz); 
coef3=(a3 1 *sumz)+(a32*sumxz)+(a33*sumyz); 

// Compute elevation (z) at point (dx,dy) 

interpval=(coef1! )+(coef2*dx)+(coef3 *dy); 

// compute error between interpolated z and DEM z 
error = (fabs(dz - interpval)); 

ifferror < lowerror) lowerror = error; 

if(lowerror == 0.0 && count = 0) pt = 2500; 

if (count % 2 == 0) { 

ifGowerror < minerror) minerror = lowerror; 

// for faster processing take the two lowest errors 
if{(count >= 2) { 

if(minerror<lowerror && lowerror<minerror2) 
minerror2=lowerror; 

} 

} // end if count % 2 ... 

} // end if a360<360.1 

} // end for e 
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/* If value is greater than predetermined tolerance * 
* value - retain the point. If value is less than 
* tolerance value add newly created triangles to * 

* the triangulation. */ 

if(count % 2 == 1) { 

/* step 5: Determine if the test point should be dropped or not */ 

if(lowerror<=minerror || (lowerror<=minerror2 && minerror2!=1000)) { 

total = total -1; 

printf("\r Number of points remaining = %d_ ",total+4); 

*(vertex+pt) = -1; 

// Drop point 

for(f=0;f<a;ft+) { 

if(f<c) { 

nb = *(nt+f); 

up! = *(tvt1+f); 

up2 = *{tvt2+f); 

up3 = *(tvt3+f); 

*(vtl+(nb-1)) = up]; 

*(vt2+(nb-1)) = up2; 
*(vt3+(nb-1)) = up3; 

} / end if f<c 

if{f>=c) { 

nb = *(nt+f); 

*(t+(nb-1)) = -1; 
*(vt1+(nb-1)) = -1; 
*(vt2+(nb-1)) = -1; 
*(vt3+(nb-1)) = -1; 

} // end if f=c 

} // end for f 

} // end if lowerror == 

} // end if count % 2 = | 

} // end if vert] != 0... 
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/* step 6: move on to the next point */ 

pt = pt+1; 

} // end while pt < totpoints && stop < totpoints 

pt = 0; 
count = count+1; 

if(count % 2 == 0) { 

minerror = 1000; 

minerror2 = 1000; 

} 

} // end while stop < totpoints 

free(ptlist); 

free(ptlistx); 

free(ptlisty); 

free(tempnv); 
free(connect); 

free(connectx); 

free(connecty); 

free(neighbor); 
free(neighstep), 

free(ptinstep); 

free(nonx); 
free(nony),; 

free(nonv); 

free(nt); 

free(tempt); 
free(tvt1); 

free(tvt2); 
free(tvt3); 

/ write triangles to file 
four = 4; 

one = 1; 

steptri = 0; 

for (k=0;k<tottri;k++) { 

triangle = *(t+steptri); 

if(triangle != -1) { 
vl = *(vtl+steptri); 

v2 = *(vt2+steptri); 
v3 = *(vt3+steptri); 

// write the triangle # and the number of points (4) to the file 

fprintf(outfile,"%od %d \n",triangle, four); 

// convert to screen coordinates and draw to screen 
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scmx = *(x+(v1-1)); 

scmny = *(y+(v1-1)), 
scrnz = *(z+(v1-1)); 

translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to file 

fprintf(outfile,"%od Yod \n",scrnx,scrny); 

fprintf(arcfile,"Y“od “ed %od Yed \n",one,scrnx,scrny,scrnz); 

scx = *(x+(v2-1)); 

scmy = *(y+(v2-1)); 
scmz = *(z+(v2-1)); 
translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to file 

fprintf(outfile,"%ed Yd \n",scrnx,scrny); 

fprintf{arcfile,"%od Yod Yd “ed \n",one,scrnx,scmy,scrnz); 

scx = *(x+(v3-1)); 

serny = *(y+{v3-1)); 
scrmnz = *(z+(v3-1)); 

translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to file 

fprintf(outfile,"Yod %od \n",scrnx,scrny); 

fprintf(arcfile,"Yod Yod Yod “ed \n",one,scrnx,scrny,scrnz); 

scrnx = *(x+(v1-1)); 
scmy = *(y+(v1-1)); 
translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to file 

fprintf(outfile,"Y%od Yed \n",scrnx,scmy); 

} // end if triangle != -1 

steptri = steptri++; 

fprintf(outfile,"0 0 \n"); 

fclose(infile); 

fclose(outfile); 

fclose(arcfile); 

free(vertex); 
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free(vt1); 
free(vt2); 

free(vt3); 

return (0); 

} // end of main 

// Function to translate data values to screen coords 

void translation (int *y) 

{ 

} 
*y = ((row-1) - (*y)); 
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B.2. Hierarchy Program 

/* Mark J. O'Connor * 
* Hierarchy Method Algorithm * 
* for Extracting TINs from DEMs */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <alloc.h> 

int row, column 
*t, 

*tend, 

*vertex, 
#x ty, *z, 

*vt1, *vt2,*vt3, 
*pvt; 

float *eot; 

void __translation(int *y); 

main() { 

FILE *infile,* outfile, *arcfile; 

// number of rows & columns in DEM 
// pointer to triangle # 

// if triangle meets tolerance 

// pointer to vertices of triangle 
// (x,y,z) coords of vertices 

// vertices of triangles 
// pointer to potential vert. of tri 

// pointer to error of triangle 

// screen display conversion 

// infile and outfiles 

char inname[20],outname[20],arcname[20]; // names of files 

int numpoints, 
totpoints, 

pt, 
vert, 

step, 

vertl,vert2,vert3, 

vertm 1,vertm2,vertm3, 

tl, tr, bl, br, 

minx, maxx, miny, maxy, 

demval, temp2, 

points, loop,i,j,m, 

pix, ply, plz, 
p2x, p2y, p2z, 
p3x, p3y, p3z, 

ptlx ptly,pt2x, pt2y, pt3x,pt3y, 

dx,dy,dz, 

on12, on23, on31, 

maxerrvert, 

a, 
tt, 

ttend, 

P, position, 

// number of pts in TIN 
// total points in DEM 

// counter 

// vertice that may be dropped 

// counter 

// vertices of triangle 

/ vertices of triangle 

// DEM corner vertices 

// bounding rectangle 

//z value from DEM 

// loop counters 
// first vertice coords 

// second vertice coords 
// third vertice coords 

/ (x,y) coords of points 

// test coords to see if in triangl 

// pt lies on triangle edge 
// maxerr pt. 

// increment pointer addresses 

// triangle values 

// value of *tend 
// pointer position 
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steptri, 

four, 

k,l, 

one, 

triangle, 

scmnx,scrny,scrnz, 

vl,v2,v3; 

long alsq,b1sq,clsq, 

a2sq,b2sq,c2sq, 

a3sq,b3sq,c3sq, 

cB 1i,cB2i,cB3i, 

cbi,cai, cgi, 

angle1sq,angle2sq,angle3sq, 
n, sumx, sumy, 

sumxsq,sumysq,sumxy, 

sumz,sumxz,sumyz, 

plxy,p2xy,p3xy, 
p1xz,p2xz,p3xz, 

plyz,p2yz,p3yz, 

float al,bl,cl,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,c3, 

anglel,angle2,angle3, 

slope12, yint12, online12, 

slope23, yint23, online23, 

slope31, yint31, online31, 
interpval, 

error,maxerr, 

val,max,newval:; 

double 

Betal, Beta2, Beta3, 

beta,alpha,gamma, 
cosbeta, cosalpha,cosgamma, 
todeg=57.29577951, 

a360, 

v11, v12, v13, 

v21, v22, v23, 

v31, v32, v33, 

all, al2, a13, 

a21, a22, a23, 

a31, a32, a33, 

temp, 

coefl, coef2, coef3, 

cB1d,cB2d,cB3d, 

cbd,cad,cgd; 

cosBetal, cosBeta2, cosBeta3, 

// counter 

// Number of points in trangle polygon 
// counters 

// Number 1 

// value of *t 

// (x,y,z) coords of vertice 

// vertices of triangle 

// length of sides of tril squared 
// length of sides of tri2 squared 
// length of sides of tri3 squared 
// cos of angles 
fo 
// length of line squared 
// values used in matrix 

// values used in matrix 
// values used in matrix 
// values used in making matrix 
f f wee 

/f " 

// length of side 
// angle measures 

// see if pt lies on tri edge 1-->2 
// if pt lies on tri edge 2-->3 
// if pt lies on tri edge 3-->1 

// interpolated value from matrix 

// err measure of dem z - interpol8d 

/! *eot values 

// cosine of angle 
// angle measures 
fo 

// cos of angles 
// radian to degree conversion 

// sum of 3 Beta angles 

// row 1 matrix values 

// row 2 matrix values 

// row 3 matrix values 

// identity matrix -> solution row 1 

// identity -> solution row 2 
// identity -> solution row 3 

/{ (/ or -) a row in matrix problem 

// coefficients from matrix 

// cos of angles 
fo" 

/* prompt user to enter Idrisi DEM filename to be used */ 

clrscr(); 

printf ("\nEnter the Idrisi DEM filename you want to use --> "); 

scanf ("%s" ,inname); 
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strcat(inname," img"); 

if ((infile=fopen(inname,"rb"))==NULL) { 
printf ("\n\n Error opening Idrisi DEM file -- %s",inname); 
exit (0); 

j 

/* prompt user to enter the number of rows & columns in the Idrisi DEM file*/ 
clrscr (); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of rows in your DEM file --> "); 

scanf ("%d" ,&row); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of columns in your DEM file --> "); 

scanf ("%d",&column); 

/* Prompt user to enter the name of the IDRISI output file * 
* and open file for writing data to it */ 

clrscr (); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the name of the IDRISI output file that"); 

printf ("\n\n will contain the TIN vertices --> "); 
scanf ("%s",outname); 

strcat(outname,"” vec"); 

if ((outfile=fopen(outname,"w"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- %s",outname); 

exit (0); 
j 

/* Prompt user to enter the name of the ARC/INFO output file * 

* and open file for writing data to it */ 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the name of the ARC/INFO output file that"); 
printf ("\n\n will contain the TIN vertices --> "); 

scanf ("%s",arcname); 

strcat(arcname,".arc"); 

if ((arcfile=fopen(arcname,"w"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- %s",arcname); 

exit (0); 

} 

/* prompt user to enter the number of points he wants in the TIN */ 
clrscr Q; 

printf ("\n Enter the number of points you want in the TIN --> "); 
scanf ("%od",&numpoints); 

printf ("\n\n"); 

totpoints = row * column; 

/* set up memory allocation */ 

vertex=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if{tvertex) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *vertex"); 
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exit(1); 

} 
x=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if(!x) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *x"); 
exit(1); 

} 
y=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if{!y) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *y"); 

exit(1); 

z=calloc(totpoints, sizeof(int)); 

if(!z) { 
printf("allocation failure - aborting *z"); 
exit(1); 

t=calloc(numpoints*3,sizeof(int)); 
if('t) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *t"); 

exit(1); 

} 
tend=calloc(numpoints*3,sizeof{int)); 

if('tend) { 

printf(C"allocation failure - aborting *tend"); 

exit(1); 

} 
vt1=calloc(numpoints*3,sizeof(int)); 
if(!vt1) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt1"); 
exit(1); 

} 
vt2=calloc(numpoints*3,sizeofCint)); 

if(!vt2) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt2"); 

exit(1); 

} 
vt3=calloc(numpoints*3 ,sizeof(int)); 

if('vt3) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *vt3"); 
exit(1); 

} 
pvt = calloc(numpoints*3,sizeof(int)); 

if('pvt) { 
printf{"allocation failure - aborting *pvt"); 

exit(1); 

3 
eot = calloc(numpoints*3,sizeof{float)); 

if(!eot) { 

printf("allocation failure - aborting *eot"); 

exit(1); 
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} 

/* Read in data from the Idrisi DEM file and * 
* assign values to pointers *x, *y,*z = */ 

pt = 0; 
while(pt < totpoints) { 

for (j=0;j<row;j++) { 
for (i=0;1<column;i++) { 

*(vertext+pt) = pt+1; 

*(xtpt)=i; 
*(ytptyj; 
*(z+pt)=getw(infile); 

pt=pt+1; 
} // end fori 

} //end forj 
} // end while pt < 

pt = 0; 

/* place 4 corners into triangle pointers */ 

a=0; 

// triangle 1 
*(t+a) = atl; 
*(tend+a) = 1; 

*(vtl+a) = 1; 

*(vt2+a) = column; 

*(vt3+a) = (row*column) - (column-1); 

a=an; 

// triangle 2 
*(tta) = at]; 
*(tend+a) = 1; 

*(vtl+a) = (row*column),; 

*(vt2+a) = column; 

*(vt3+a) = (row*column) - (column-1); 

a=att; 

/* main loop of the program */ 
points = 4; 

loop = 2; 

step = 0; 

while (points < numpoints) { 

maxerr = 0.0; 

maxerrvert = -1; 

/* calculate equations for the 3 sides of each triangle */ 
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/* the three (x,y,z) points of the triangle */ 
tt = *(t+step); 
ttend = *(tend+step); 

if(tt != -1 && ttend = 0) { 

vert] = *(vtl+step); 

vert2 = *(vt2+step); 

vert3 = *(vt3+step); 

plx=*(x+vert 1-1); 

ply=*(y+vert1-1); 
plz=*(z+vert1-1); 

p2x=*(x+vert2-1); 

p2y=*(y+vert2-1), 
p2z=*(z+vert2-1); 

p3x=*(x+vert3-1); 

p3y=*(y+vert3-1); 
p3z=*(z+vert3-1); 

/* determine bounding rectangle of triangle */ 
maxx = p1x; 

minx = p1x; 

maxy = ply; 
miny = ply; 

if (p2x > maxx) maxx = p2x; 
if (p2x < minx) minx = p2x; 

if (p2y > maxy) maxy = p2y; 
if (p2y < miny) miny = p2y; 

if (p3x > maxx) maxx = p3x; 

if (p3x < minx) minx = p3x; 

if (p3y > maxy) maxy = p3y, 
if (p3y < miny) miny = p3y, 

/* read points from DEM */ 
for (k=0;k<totpoints;k++) { 

vert = *(vertextk); 
dx = *(x+k); 

dy = *(y+k); 
dz = *(z+k); 

// if the test point is not a vertice 

if(vert != vert! && vert != vert2 && vert |= vert3) { 

// if point is within bounding rectangle 
if ((dx >= minx && dx <= maxx) && (dy >= miny && dy <= maxy)) { 

onl2 = 0; 
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on23 = 0; 

on31 = 0; 

/* Test to see if the new point lies within the triangle * 
* step 1: measure the lengths of the sides and the length * 
* of the lines connecting the pt. to the vertices * 

* step 2: measure the angles between the lines * 
* step 3: sum the three angles */ 

/* sub-triangle | */ 

alsq = pow((dx-p1x),2)+pow((dy-ply),2); 
al = pow(alsq,.5); 

bisq = pow((p1x-p2x),2)+pow((ply-p2y),2), 
clsq = pow((dx-p2x),2)+pow((dy-p2y),2), 
cl = pow(clsq,.5); 

cosBetal = (bl sq-alsq-clsq)/{((-2)*(al)*(cl)); 

cB 1i = (long)((cosBeta1)/(.000001)); 

cB 1d = (double)((cB 11)*(.000001)); 

Betal = acos(cB 1d); 

Betal = Betal *todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 2 */ 

a2sq = pow((dx-p2x),2)+pow((dy-p2y),2); 
a2 = pow(a2sq,.5); 

b2sq = pow((p2x-p3x),2)+pow((p2y-p3y),2), 
c2sq = pow((dx-p3x),2)+pow((dy-p3y),2); 
c2 = pow(c2sq,.5); 

cosBeta2 = (b2sq-a2sq-c2sq)/((-2)*(a2)*(c2)); 

cB2i = (long)((cosBeta2)/(.000001)); 

cB2d = (double)((cB2i)*(.000001)); 

Beta2 = acos(cB2d); 

Beta2 = Beta2*todeg; 

/* sub-triangle 3 */ 

a3sq = pow((dx-p3x),2)+pow((dy-p3y),2); 
a3 = pow(a3sq,.5); 

b3sq = pow((p3x-p1x),2)+pow((p3y-ply),2); 
c3sq = pow((dx-p1x),2)+pow((dy-ply),2); 
c3 = pow(c3sq,.5); 

cosBeta3 = (b3sq-a3sq-c3sq)/((-2)*(a3)*(c3)); 

cB3i = (long)((cosBeta3)/(.000001)); 

cB3d = (double)((cB31)*(.000001)); 

Beta3 = acos(cB3d); 

Beta3 = Beta3*todeg; 

/* sum of Beta angles of triangles */ 
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a360 = Betal+Beta2+Beta3; 

/* test to see if pt. is in the triangle */ 
if{a360<360.1 && a360>359.9) { 

/* Determine if the point lies on a triangle edge 

* Equation of a line --> y = mx +b 
* m(the slope) = (change of y) / (change of x) * 

* — yint = yvalue - (slope * xvalue) */ 

/* equation of p1 --> p2 */ 

if((ply == p2y) || (plx = p2x)) { 
if{((ply == dy) || (p1x == dx)) { 

onl2 = 1; 

} 
} / end if = 

if((p1x |= p2x) && (ply != p2y)) { 
slopel2 = (ply-p2y)/(p1x-p2x),; 
yint12 = ply - (slope12 * p1x); 

online12 = ((slope!2)*(dx))+(yint 12)-(dy); 

if(online12 > -1 && onlinel2 < 1) { 
onl2 = 1; 

} 
} /endif!= 

/* equation of p2 --> p3 */ 

if((p2y = p3y) || (pP2x = p3x)) { 
if((p2y == dy) || (p2x == dx)) { 
on23 = 1; 

} 
} “endif = 

if((p2x != p3x) && (p2y != p3y)){ 
slope23 = (p2y-p3y)/(p2x-p3x); 

yint23 = p2y - (slope23 * p2x); 

online23 = ((slope23)*(dx))+(yint23)-(dy); 

if(online23 > -1 && online23 < 1) { 
on23 = 1; 

} 
1 /end if != 

/* equation of p3 --> pl */ 

if((p3y = ply) || (p3x == p1x)) { 
if((p3y == dy) || (p3x == dx)) { 
on31 = 1; 

} 
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} “end if == 

if{(p3x != plx) && (p3y != ply)) { 
slope3 1 = (p3y-ply)/(p3x-p1x); 

yint3 1 = p3y - (slope31 * p3x); 

online3 1 = ((slope3 1)*(dx))+(yint3 1)-(dy),; 

iffonline31 > -1 && online31 < 1) { 

on31 = 1; 

} 
} “endif i= 

/* if pt is on triangle edge, move on to next pt */ 
if(onl2 {= 1 && on23 != 1 && on31 != 1) { 

/* Code interpolates the z values across the surface of a triangle * 

* Calculated by Matrix Algebra */ 

/{ determine values used in matrix problem 

n=3; 

sumx=p1x+p2x+p3x; 

sumy—ply+p2ytp3y; 
sumxsq=pow(p1x,2)+pow(p2x,2)+pow(p3x,2); 

sumysq=pow(ply,2)+pow(p2y,2)+pow(p3y,2); 
plxy=(long{p1x)*(ply); 
p2xy=(long)(p2x)*(p2y); 
p3xy=(long)(p3x)*(p3y); 
sumxy=p lxy+p2xy+p3xy; 

sumz=p 1z+p2z+p3z; 

plxz=(long)(p1x)*(p1z); 
p2xz=(long)(p2x)*(p2z); 
p3xz=(long)(p3x)*(p3z), 
sumxz=p 1xzt+p2xzt+p3xz; 

plyz=(long)(ply)*(p1z); 
p2yz=(long)(p2y)*(p2z), 
p3yz=(long)(p3y)*(p3z); 
sumyz=p 1 yz+p2yz+p3yz; 

// change variables to do matrix inversion 

vll=n; 

vil2=sumx; 

vi3=sumy; 

v2]=sumx; 

v22=sumxsq; 

v23=sumxy; 

v3 1=sumy; 

v32=sumxy; 

v33=sumysq; 

// set up identity matrix 
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all=1; 

al2=0; 

al3=0; 

a21=0; 

a22=1; 

a23=0; 

a3 1=0; 

a32=0; 

a33=1; 

// Begin matrix inversion 

// step 1 

temp=v1 1; 

vl1=v1i l/Atemp; 
v12=v12/temp; 
v13=v13/temp; 

al 1=al1/temp; 

al2=a12/temp; 

al3=a13/temp; 

Hf step 2 
temp=v21; 

v21=v21-(v11*temp); 

v22=v22-(v12*temp); 

v23=v23-(v13*temp); 

a2 1=a21-(al 1*temp); 

a22=a22-(al2*temp); 

a23=a23-(al3*temp); 

//{ step 3 
temp=v22; 

v21=v21/temp; 

v22=v22/temp; 

v23=v23/temp; 

a21=a21/temp; 

a22=a22/temp; 

a23=a23/temp; 

// step 4 

temp=v12; 

vl1l=v11-(v21*temp); 
v12=v12-(v22*temp); 

v13=v13-(v23*temp); 

all=al1-(a21*temp); 

al2=a12-(a22*temp); 

al3=al13-(a23*temp); 
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// step 5 

temp=v3 1; 

v3 1=v31-(v1 1 *temp); 

v32=v32-(v12*temp); 
v33=v33-(v13*temp); 

a3 1=a31-(al 1*temp); 
a32=a32-(al2*temp); 

a33=a33-(a13*temp); 

// step 6 

temp=v32; 

v3 1=v3 1-(v21*temp); 

v32=v32-(v22*temp); 

v33=v33-(v23*temp); 

a3 1=a31-(a21*temp); 

a32=a32-(a22*temp); 

a33=a33-(a23*temp); 

Hf step 7 
temp=v33; 

v3 1=v3 1/temp; 

v32=v32/temp; 

v33=v33/temp; 

a3 1=a3 1/temp; 
a32=a32/temp; 

a33=a33/temp; 

// step 8 

temp=v23; 

v21=v21-(v31*temp); 

v22=v22-(v32*temp); 
v23=v23-(v33*temp); 

a2 1=a21-(a3 1 *temp); 
a22=a22-(a32*temp); 
a23=a23-(a33*temp); 

// step 9 

temp=v13; 

vl1=v11-(v31*temp); 

v12=v12-(v32*temp); 

v13=v13-(v33*temp); 

al 1=al 1-(a31*temp); 

al2=al2-(a32*temp); 

al3=al13-(a33*temp); 

// Compute the unknown coefficients 
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coefl=(al 1 *sumz)+(al2*sumxz)+(a13*sumyz); 

coef2=(a2 1 *sumz)+(a22*sumxz)+(a23 *sumyz); 

coef3=(a3 1 *sumz)+(a32*sumxz)+(a33*sumyz); 

// Compute elevation (z) at point (dx,dy) 

interpval=(coef1 )+(coef2*dx)+(coef3 *dy); 

// compute error between interpolated z and DEM z 

error = (fabs(dz - interpval)); 

ifferror > maxerr) { 
maxerr = error; 
maxerrvert = vert; 

}  // close if error > maxerr 

} / end if onl2 != 1... 

} // close if angle = 360 

} // end if dx >= 

} // end if vert != 

} = //end for k 

/* place point with maximum error (maxerr) into pointer */ 

*(pvt+step) = maxerrvert; 

*(eottstep) = maxerr; 

} // end if tt !=-1 

/* Note ---- Make sure that for every *t(n) there is a *pvt(n) and a *eot(n). 

* i.e. - for every triangle you must have already computed a 

* Maximum Error point before moving on to the next step */ 

max = 0.0; 

if (loop == 3) { 

for (p=0; p<=step ;p++) { 
val=*(eottp); 

if(val>max) { 

max = val; 
position = p; 

} A endif 

} #/ end for 

newval = 0.0; 

*(eot+position) = newval; 

*(tt+position) = -1; 
points = points+1; 
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/* triangle with largest error is chosen to have pt. added to it 
* 1) sort through *eot, 

2) keep greatest *eot value, 

3) add corresponding pt. from *pvt to the proper triangle, 
4) update *eot (the maxerr) for the triangle to 0.0 * 

* 
& 

/* create the THREE new triangles */ 

/* add 1 onto *t, add 3 (x,y,z) coords. to *vot */ 

// new triangle | 
*(tt+a)=atl; 

*(tend+a)=1; 

*(vtl+a) = *(vt1+position); 
*(vt2+a) = *(vt2+position); 
*(vt3+a) = *(pvttposition); 

a=at+; 

// new triangle 2 
*(tta)=at1; 

*(tend+a)=1; 

*(vtl+a) = *(vt2+position); 

*(vt2+a) = *(vt3+position); 

*(vt3+a) = *(pvt+position); 

a=at+; 

// new triangle 3 
*(tt+a)=atl, 

*(tend+a)=1, 

*(vtl+a) = *(vtl+position), 
*(vt2+a) = *(vt3+position); 

*(vt3+a) = *(pvtt+position); 

a=at+; 

loop = 0; 

// measure angles of triangles created 
for(m=3;m>0;m--){ 

vertm] = *(vtl+(a-m)); 
vertm2 = *(vt2+(a-m)); 

vertm3 = *(vt3+(a-m)); 

ptlx = *(x+(vertm1-1)); 

ptly = *(y+(vertm1-1)); 

pt2x = *(x+(vertm2-1)); 
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pt2y = *(y+(vertm2-1)); 
pt3x = *(x+(vertm3-1)); 

pt3y = *(y+(vertm3-1)); 

angle1sq = pow((pt1x-pt2x),2)+pow((pt1y-pt2y),2), 
anglel = pow(angle1sq,.5); 

angle2sq = pow((pt2x-pt3x),2)+pow((pt2y-pt3y),2); 

angle2 = pow(angle2sq,.5); 

angle3sq = pow((pt3x-pt1x),2)+pow((pt3y-ptly),2); 

angle3 = pow(angle3sq,.5); 

cosbeta = (angle2sq-angle1sq-angle3sq)/((-2)*(angle1)*(angle3)); 

cbi = (long)((cosbeta)/(.000001)); 

cbd = (double)((cbi)*(.000001)); 

beta = acos(cbd); 

beta = beta*todeg; 

cosalpha = (angle1sq-angle2sq-angle3sq)/((-2)*(angle2)*(angle3)); 
cai = (long)((cosalpha)/(.000001)); 

cad = (double)((cai)*(.000001)); 
alpha = acos(cad); 

alpha = alpha*todeg; 

cosgamma = (angle3sq-angle2sq-angle 1 sq)/({-2)*(angle2)*(angle1)); 

cgi = (long)((cosgamma)/(.000001)); 

cgd = (double)((cgi)*(.000001)); 
gamma = acos(cgd); 

gamma = gamma*todeg; 

if(beta<10.0 || alpha<10.0 || gamma<10.0) { 
*(tend+(a-m)) = 0; 

*(eott+(a-m)) = 0.0; 

} “end if 

ttend = 1; 

} //end form... 

printf("\r Total Points Selected = “ed ", points); 

} “end if (loop = 3) 

step = stept+1; 

loop = loop +1; 

3} // end of while loop 

// write triangles to file 
four = 4; 

one = 1; 

steptri = 0; 
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for (k=0;k<a;k++) { 

tniangle = *(t+steptri); 

if(triangle != -1) { 
vl = *(vtl+steptri); 

v2 = *(vt2+steptri); 

v3 = *(vt3+steptn); 

// write the triangle # and the number of points (3) to the file 

fprintf(outfile,"Yod %ed \n",triangle, four); 

// convert to screen coordinates and draw to screen 

scmmx = *(x+({v1-1)); 

scrny = *(yt{(v1-1)); 
sernz = *(z+(v1-1)); 

translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to IDRISI file 

fprintf{outfile,"%od Y%od \n",scrnx,scrny); 

// write vertices to ARC/INEO file 

fprintf(arcfile,"“od Yod Yod Yod\n" one, scrnx, scrny,scrnz); 

scmx = *(x+(v2-1)); 
scmy = *(y+(v2-1)); 
scmz = *(z+(v2-1)); 

translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to IDRISI file 

fprintf{outfile,"%od Yod \n",scrnx,scmy); 

// write vertices to ARC/INFO file 

fprintf(arcfile,"Yod Yod Yd Yd\n",one,scrnx,scmy,scrnz); 

scmx = *(x+(v3-1)); 

scmy = *(y+(v3-1)); 
scmz = *(z+(v3-1)); 

translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to IDRISI file 

fprintf(outfile,"Yod %d \n",scrnx,scrny); 

// write vertices to ARC/INFO file 

fprintf(arcfile,"Yod %od Yod Yed\n",one,scrnx,scmy,scrnz), 

scmx = *(x+(v1-1)); 
scmy = *(y+(v1-1)); 
translation(&scrny); 

// write vertices to IDRISI file 

fprintf{outfile,"Yod Yod \n",scrnx,scrny), 
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} // end if triangle != -1 

steptri = steptri++,; 

} /end fork 

fprintf(outfile,"0 0 \n"); 

// free pointers 

free(t); 

free(tend); 

free(vertex); 

free(x); 

free(y); 
free(z); 

free(vt1); 

free(vt2); 

free(vt3); 

free(pvt); 
free(eot); 

// close files 

fclose (infile); 
fclose (outfile); 

fclose (arcfile); 

return (0); 

} // end of main program 

// Function to translate data values to screen coords 

void translation (int *y) 

{ 

} 
*y = ((row-1) - (*y)); 
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B.3. VIP Program 

/* Mark J. O'Connor * 
* VIP Method * 
* for Extracting TINs from DEMs */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <alloc.h> 

void _ translation(int *y); // screen display conversion 

int row, // rows in DEM 

column; // columns in DEM 

main () { 

FILE *infile, // input DEM file 

*filter, // file that stores filtered values 

*pointset, // Vector file that stores VIP points 
*arcpointset; §// ARC/INFO file that stores VIP points 

int i), // counters 
numpoints, // number of VIP points user wants 
*rowl, // pointer holds row | values 

*row2, // pointer holds row 2 values 
*row3, // pointer holds row 3 values 

*temp, // pointer gets new row of data 
significance, // value of how different DEM value is from computed 
count,ct, // counter 

value, // value read from *filter 

maxvalue, // maximum value from *filter 

lastmax, // minimum value from *filter considered for *pointset 

tolvalue, // tolerance value (same as lastmax) 

num, // number of points selected 
Z, // value read from * filter 

demval, // value read from DEM 

trip, // number of points selected in each loop 

tempcount, if " 

tempcount2, // number of points selected in last loop 
scmx, scrny; // screen coords wrote to .vec file 

float horpair, // 3x3 filter horizontal pixel pairs 
vertpair, /{ vertical pixel pairs 
diag7pair, // diagonal (/) pairs 
diag5pair, // diagonal (\) pairs 

sum, // sum of the 4 pairs 

ptval; // sum of 4 pairs divided by 4 

char filename [20], /{ name of DEM .img file 
filterout [20], // name of filter .dat file 
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pointsetout [20], // name of VIPs .vec file 
arcout [20]; // name of VIPs .arc file 

/* Prompt user to enter Idrisi DEM filename to be used */ 
clrscr(Q); 
printf ("\nEnter the Idrisi DEM filename you want to use --> "); 
scanf ("%s" filename), 

strcat(filename,".img"); 

if ((infile=fopen(filename,"rb"))==NULL) 

{ 
printf ("\n\n Error opening Idrisi DEM file -- ",filename); 

exit (0); 

3 

/* Prompt user to enter the number of rows and columns in the Idrisi DEM file*/ 
clrscr (); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of rows in your DEM file --> "); 

scanf ("%d" &row); 

printf ("\n\n Please enter the number of columns in your DEM file --> "); 
scanf ("%d",&column); 

/* Prompt user to enter the name of the data file that will store * 
* the significance values, and open file for writing binary data */ 

clrscr (); 
printf ("\n\n Please enter the name of the output file that will contain"); 

printf ("\n\n the significance measure for the points --> "); 
scanf ("%s" ,filterout); 

strcat(filterout," dat"); 

if ((filter=fopen(filterout ,"wb"))==NULL) 

{ 
printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- ",filterout); 
exit (0); 

} 

/* Set up memory allocation */ 
row 1=calloc(column,sizeoftint)); 

row2=calloc(column, sizeof{int)); 

row3=calloc(column,sizeoftint)); 

/* Put a -1 in each cell of the first row in the data file*/ 

for (i=0;i<column;i++) { 

putw(-1,filter); 

} 

/* Read in the first two rows of data from the Idrisi DEM file */ 

for G=0;i<column;i++) 

*(row1+i)=getw(infile); 

for (i=0;i<column;i++) 

*(row2+1)=getw(infile); 
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/* Read in the third row of data and do filter method calculations 
* Before performing calculations, put a -1 value in the first column 

* of every row of the output file and also put a -1 value in the last * 

* column of every row to take care of the 0 padding values in the DEM */ 

for (=1;j<row-1:j++) { 
cIrscr (); 

printf ("\r Processing row %d ",j); 

for (i=0;i<column;it++) { 
*(row3+i)=getw(infile); 

} 

/* Put a -1 in the first column of every row of the output files */ 
putw(-1,filter); 

/* Start calculations for significant points */ 
for G=1;i<column-1;i++) { 

horpair = (*(row2+1+1) + *(row2+i-1)}/2.0; 
vertpair = (*(row1+i) + *(row3+1))/2.0; 

diag7 pair = (*(row1l+it+1) + *(row3+1-1))/2.0; 
diagSpair = (*(row1+1-1) + *(row3+1+1))/2.0; 

sum = horpair + vertpair + diag7pair + diagSpair; 
ptval = sum/4.0; 

significance = fabs((ptval - *(row2+1))* 100); 

putw(significance, filter); 

j 

/* put -1 in last column of every row of the output files */ 
putw (-1,filter); 

/* change pointers so that new row of data may be read in */ 

temp=row1,; 

rowl=row2; 

row2=row3; 

row3=temp; 

} 

/* put -1 value in last row of output data file */ 
for (i=0;i<column;i++) 

{ 

} 
putw(-1, filter); 

1, 
printf ("\r Processing row %d ",j); 

/*close output files for writing & free up pointers */ 
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free(row 1), 

free(row2), 

free(row3); 

printf ("\n\n The output file is %s",filterout); 
rewind(infile); 

fclose(filter); 

/* ask user how many points he would like in the triangulation data set */ 
printf ("\n\n How many points would you like in the triangulated data set? -->>"); 

scanf ("%d",&numpoints); 

/* ask user for the data file containing the significance measures */ 

printf ("\nEnter the data file just created (no extension) --> "); 
scanf ("%s" filterout); 

strcat(filterout," dat"); 

/* re-open the file named *filter */ 

if ((filter=fopen(filterout,"rb"))=—=NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening input file -- ",filterout); 
exit (0); 

j 

/* ask user to name the output file for the VIPs */ 
printf ("\nEnter a name for the IDRISI VIP file (no extension) --> "); 

scanf ("%s",pointsetout); 

strcat(pointsetout,".vec"); 

if ((pointset=fopen(pointsetout,"w"))==NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- ",pointsetout); 

exit (0); 

} 

/* ask user to name the ARC/INFO file for the VIPs */ 

printf ("\nEnter a name for the ARC/INFO VIP file (no extension) --> "); 
scanf ("%s" arcout); 

strcat(arcout,".arc"); 

if ((arcpointset=fopen(arcout,"w"))—-=NULL) { 

printf ("\n\n Error opening output file -- ",arcout); 

exit (0); 

} 

/* Select VIPs from the significance measurements */ 

/* set variables with an initial value */ 
count = 0; 

value = 0; 

lastmax = 10000; 

/* Determine value that corresponds to the "numpoints" by * 
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* reading through the file while count < numpoints-2 */ 

printf("\n"), 
while (count<(numpoints-4)) { 

maxvalue = 0; 

tempcount = 0; 

tnp = 0; 

printf("\r Looking for tolerance value ..."); 

/* loop that reads through the file */ 
for (j=0:j<row;j++) { 
for (i=0;i<column;i++) { 

if ((count)<(numpoints-4)) { 
value = getw(filter); 

/* place the maximum value in "maxvalue" */ 

if (value>maxvalue && value<lastmax) { 

maxvalue = value; 

trip = 0; 

tempcount = 0; 

} 

if (value = maxvalue) { 

trip = trip++; 

if(count+trip<=numpoints-4) { 
tempcount = tempcount++, 

} 
} 

} // end if count 

} /fend fori 

} / end for j 

rewind(filter); 

count = count + trip; 

lastmax = maxvalue; 

} // end while 

rewind(filter); 

/* the tolerance value is equal to the last “lastmax" */ 

tolvalue = lastmax; 

printf(" Found tolerance value! \n\n"), 

/* read through the filter file and dem again */ 
printf("\r Selecting VIPs ..."); 

printf("\n\n"); 
num=1; 

ct=1; 
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tempcount2 = 0; 

for §j=0;j<row;j++) { 
for (i=0;i<column;i++) { 

z = getw(filter); 

demval = getw(infile); 

if (i==-0 && j=0) || (==0 && j==row-1) || G==column-1 && j==0) || 
(i=column-! && j==row-1)) { 

printf{"\r %od",num); 

scx = i; 

semy = J; 
translation(&scrny); 

fprintf{(pointset,"%od \n",num); 

fprintf(pointset,"%od Yd \n",scrnx,scrny); 

fprintf(arcpointset,"%d Yod %od %d\n",ct,scrnx,scrny,demval); 

num = numt++; 

z=0; 

} / end if 

/* write "z" out to pointset if"z" exceeds tolerance */ 
if (z > tolvalue) { 

printf("\r %d",num); 
scmx = 1; 

scrny = j; 
translation(&scrny); 

fprintf{pointset,"%od \n",num); 

fprintf(pointset,"%od Yd \n",scrnx,scrny); 

fprintf(arcpointset,"%d Yod Yd Yod\n",ct,scrnx,scrny,demval); 

num = numt+; 

} /end ifz 

if(z = tolvalue && tempcount2<tempcount) { 

printf("\r Y%od" num); 

scmx = 1; 

scrny = j; 
translation(&scrny); 

fprintf{pointset,"%od \n",num); 
fprintf(pointset,"%od Yd \n",scrnx,scmy); 

fprintf({arcpointset,"Yod Yod Yd Yod\n",ct,scrnx,scrny,demval); 

num = num++; 

tempcount2 = tempcount2++; 

} “end ifz 
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} // end fort 

} “end for j 

printf("\n Selection Complete!"); 

fclose(infile); 

fclose(filter); 

fclose(pointset); 
fclose(arcpointset); 

retumn(0); 

} 

// Function to translate data values to screen coords 

void translation (int *y) 

{ 

} 
*y = ((row-1) - (*y)); 
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Appendix C - Error Measures 

This section contains the error measures associated with each TIN model. All error 

measures are based on the difference in elevation between the DEM and the corresponding TIN. 

All error measures are in meters. 
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DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

LATTICETIN - 75 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

19.251 4.616 4.597 3.416 10.624 2.913 

4.195 0.937 0.769 0.755 2.004 2.281 

9.070 2,320 1.831 1.902 4.942 2.362 

5.059 1.229 1.020 0.974 2.700 1.880 

1.294 0.306 0.218 0.268 0.610 0.690 

26.701 6.611 5.579 5.180 14.850 3.106 

20.000 5.213 4.245 4.220 11.510 3.108 

17.366 5.186 3.734 4.580 10.620 3.167 

1.405 0.363 0.285 0.291 0.788 0.437 

13.781 3.227 2.634 2.640 6.970 2.818 

10.056 2.454 1.995 1.999 5.468 2.608 

1.322 0.363 0.254 0.327 0.748 0.254 

60.622 12.314 11.108 9.474 = 28.234 3.457 

8.167 1.927 1.584 1.540 4.140 1.580 

1.321 0.347 0.245 0.309 0.680 0.684 

1.532 0.416 0.345 0.362 0.926 0.765 

12.047 3.083 2.546 2.450 6.930 3.070 

5.958 1.403 1.106 1.132 3.066 2.153 

17.447 4.031 3.246 3.350 8.610 2.994 

11.724 2.798 2.351 2.220 6.340 2.893 

15.723 4.138 3.351 3.281 9.122 2.663 

6.304 1.767 1.398 1.420 3.935 2.520 

2.957 0.682 0.530 0.557 1.423 1.653 

2.832 0.705 0.522 0.601 1.447 1.001 

5.563 1.167 1.239 0.790 3.050 1.415 
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DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 
Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

LATTICETIN - 150 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

11.241 2.705 2.338 2.146 6.098 2.913 

2.420 0.538 0.420 0.439 1.146 2.281 

5.470 1.400 1.104 1.164 3.004 2.362 

3.043 0.724 0.583 0.571 1.592 1.880 

1.183 0.251 0.171 0.217 0.485 0.690 

17.242 4.189 3.760 3.190 9.630 3.106 

10.679 2.800 2.352 2.200 6.335 3.108 

9.071 2.721 2.047 2.417 5.670 3.167 

1.224 0.242 0.198 0.205 0.491 0.437 

7.748 1.880 1.564 1.487 4.114 2.818 

6.309 1.762 1.414 1.497 3.892 2.608 

1.106 0.294 0.193 0.273 0.564 0.254 

32.464 8.439 7.030 6.781 18.682 3.457 

5.320 1.299 1.583 1.022 2.903 1.580 

1.157 0.274 0.196 0.251 0.525 0.684 

1.000 0.296 0.292 0.223 0.734 0.765 

6.875 1.858 1.511 1.505 4.005 3.070 

3.582 0.854 0.675 0.687 1.849 2.153 

9.000 2.320 1.868 1.935 5.005 2.994 

5.500 1.451 1.204 1.201 3.177 2.893 

11.125 2.818 2.438 2.170 6.310 2.663 

3.697 0.926 0.745 0.725 2.015 2.520 

1.953 0.346 0.268 0.291 0.691 1.653 

2.166 0.551 0.410 0.462 1.151 1.001 

3.429 0.699 0.747 0.500 1.750 1.415 
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LATTICETIN - 300 Point TIN Errors 

DEM Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

Anchorage 5.933 1.553 1.355 1.254 3.526 2.913 

Ashby Gap 1.740 0.347 0.267 0.291 0.731 2.281 

Belle Creek 3.288 0.771 0.640 0.580 1.730 2.362 

Bluemont 1.914 0.458 0.353 0.384 0.975 1.880 

Camas 0.847 0.237 0.153 0.211 0.437 0.690 

Crater Lake West 9.962 2.318 2.204 1.700 5.575 3.106 

Death Ridge 5.588 1.288 1.212 1.005 3.080 3.108 

Elliston 5.000 1.398 1.169 1.201 3.000 3.167 

Eloise 1.071 0.241 0.170 0.205 0.445 0.437 

Entriken 4.455 1.171 0.961 0.925 2.573 2.818 

Evergreen 4.444 1.245 1.079 1,000 2.867 2.608 

Hogansburg 0.903 0.228 0.155 0.231 0.444 0.254 

Honolulu 18.681 5.049 4.301 4.224 11.489 3.457 

Jabez 3.204 0.767 0.641 0.572 1.720 1.580 

Jackson 1.002 0.244 0.164 0.218 0.472 0.684 

Kalispell 0.750 0.153 0.213 0.000 0.500 0.765 

Lone Lake 4.000 1.036 0.925 0.834 2.350 3.070 

Madison 2.334 0.606 0.465 0.487 1.288 2.153 

Newport 4.500 1.224 1.066 1.000 2.800 2.994 

Oriskany 3.071 0.870 0.727 0.750 1.948 2.893 

Phantom Ranch 6.986 1.715 1.481 1.345 3.956 2.663 

Saxton 2.454 0.566 0.440 0.454 1.199 2.520 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 1.328 0.245 0.174 0.218 0.474 1.653 

Washington West 1.710 0.420 0.313 0.361 0.881 1.001 

White Fish 1.600 0.331 0.382 0.201 0.945 1.415 
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Drop Heuristic - 75 Point TIN Errors 

  

DEM Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

Anchorage 58.108 7.297 7.665 5.088 16.313 2.913 

Ashby Gap 10.844 1.469 1.635 0.895 3.597 2.281 

Belle Creek 20.744 3.008 2.949 2.091 7.071 2.362 

Bluemont 8.674 1.684 1.506 1.236 3.927 1.880 

Camas 4.095 0.407 0.455 0.311 0.750 0.690 

Crater Lake West 57.334 8.873 8.593 6.261 20.282 3.106 

Death Ridge 62.500 8.209 9.507 4.860 20.229 3.108 

Elliston 24.000 4.902 4.165 3.990 10.505 3.167 

Eloise 1.910 0.378 0.301 0.304 0.796 0.437 

Entriken 34.760 4.832 5.607 2.921 11.542 2.818 

Evergreen 28.500 4.394 4.445 3.085 10.290 2.608 

Hogansburg 2.055 0.439 0.343 0.364 0.956 0.254 

Honolulu 145.733 21.490 23.277 13.915 53.242 3.457 

Jabez 17.555 3.023 2.889 2.180 7.170 1.580 

Jackson 1.807 0.402 0.297 0.357 0.796 0.684 

Kalispell 4.100 0.511 0.506 0.401 1.126 0.765 

Lone Lake 31.710 4.446 4.675 3.005 10.415 3.070 

Madison 14.810 1.943 2.122 1.300 4.465 2.153 

Newport 72.737 6.362 7.666 3.895 14.195 2.994 

Oriskany 19.833 3.660 3.422 2.620 8.780 2.893 

Phantom Ranch 38.613 8.122 8.222 5.223 20.543 2.663 

Saxton 18.558 2.556 2.673 1.761 5.74] 2.520 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 5.567 0.818 0.826 0.573 1.843 1.653 

Washington West 4.301 0.994 0.793 0.813 2.102 1.001 

White Fish 11.667 1.528 1.899 0.891 4.086 1.415 
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DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

Drop Heuristic - 150 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

31.087 4.344 4.747 2.815 10.298 2.913 

7,990 0.698 0.740 0.497 1.424 2.281 

14.669 1.648 1.711 1.155 3.772 2.362 

8.674 1.092 1.119 0.722 2.624 1.880 

3.859 0.349 0.313 0.310 0.630 0.690 

39.654 4.950 4.966 3.596 =:11.226 3.106 

46.636 4.837 6.263 2.530 12.400 3.108 

22.000 3.118 3.219 2.205 7.120 3.167 

1.786 0.316 0.257 0.271 0.611 0.437 

27.724 2.938 3.392 1.932 6.417 2.818 

22.000 2.915 3.187 2.005 6.715 2.608 

2.055 0.337 0.264 0.293 0.679 0.254 

114.679 = 14.395 16.775 9.095 35.125 3.457 

10.928 2.015 1.992 1.395 4.786 1.580 

1.488 0.340 0.257 0.296 0.690 0.684 

1.846 0.310 0.343 0.215 0.790 0.765 

20.588 2.519 2.644 1.795 5.670 3.070 

9.269 1.160 1.299 0.771 2.577 2.153 

39.157 3.223 4.729 1.825 7.005 2.994 

16.922 2.053 2.040 1.505 4.800 2.893 

28.620 5.033 4.798 3.523 = 12.138 2.663 

9.458 1.389 1.474 0.916 3.311 2.520 

5.150 0.459 0.502 0.335 0.925 1.653 

3.836 0.662 0.538 0.517 1.414 1.001 

8.742 1.039 1.268 0.647 2.719 1.415 
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DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

Drop Heuristic - 300 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 90% Entropy 

21.470 2.221 2.653 1.458 5.108 2.913 

3.430 0.495 0.456 0.378 1.054 2.281 

10.154 0.990 1.075 0.665 2.250 2.362 

5.392 0.667 0.689 0.452 1.498 1.880 

1.767 0.275 0.187 0.259 0.485 0.690 

31.242 3.255 3.845 2.100 8.300 3.106 

21.913 2.105 2.876 1.005 5.505 3.108 

22.000 1.972 2.677 1.255 4.405 3.167 

1.786 0.278 0.222 0.224 0.49] 0.437 

27.554 2.167 3.137 1.200 5.005 2.818 

13.143 1.626 1.739 1.167 3.678 2.608 

1.454 0.290 0.211 0.288 0.538 0.254 

111.867 10.229 14.334 5.491 25.402 3.457 

9.074 1.021 1.102 0.669 2.303 1.580 

1.631 0.297 0.201 0.271 0.549 0.684 

1.667 0.194 0.287 0.000 0.615 0.765 

13.486 1.511 1.890 0.950 3.750 3.070 

9.495 0.746 0.807 0.477 1.656 2.153 

20.500 1.734 2.458 1.005 4.255 2.994 

10.500 1.366 1.629 0.858 3.400 2.893 

28.136 3.044 3.642 1.790 7.855 2.663 

9.011 0.895 1.065 0.535 2.021 2.520 

3.282 0.349 0.330 0.288 0.669 1.653 

4.222 0.530 0.442 0.418 1.141 1.001 

7.900 0.535 0.772 0.303 1.401 1.415 
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DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

Hierarchy - 75 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum 

180.343 

67.448 

45.216 

39.035 

7.999 

197.376 

186.143 

124.633 

2.100 

64.601 

59.898 

2.575 

280.639 

20.809 

7.037 

6.531 

94.755 

40.180 

180.898 

65.449 

74.200 

82.999 

40.276 

5.777 

18.429 

Mean 

9.153 

3.796 

3.717 

2.470 

0.530 

15.459 

14.442 

12.309 

0.376 

6.814 

5.490 

0.433 

28.912 

3.797 

0.491 

0.664 

9.670 

4.095 

14.620 

5.241 

8.619 

3.998 

1.717 

0.939 

1.546 

RMSE 

16.127 

8.102 

5.174 

5.244 

0.864 

26.431 

22.803 

18.311 

0.322 

8.433 

7.976 

0.385 

33.038 

3.886 

0.603 

0.927 

14.238 

5.488 

19.416 

8.241 

10.835 

6.896 

3.863 

0.754 

2.408 

169 

50% 

5.252 

0.986 

2.044 

1.102 

0.324 

5.852 

6.300 

5.760 

0.291 

3.660 

2.845 

0.353 

17.404 

2.382 

0.358 

0.364 

4.310 

1.860 

6.700 

2.960 

5.251 

2.080 

0.686 

0.770 

0.820 

90% 

16.976 

9.956 

8.554 

4.042 

0.955 

38.651 

34.750 

31.010 

0.796 

17.680 

13.615 

0.877 

72.354 

9.682 

1.022 

1.667 

25.710 

11.205 

37.200 

10.140 

17.751 

8.950 

3.246 

1.925 

3.710 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.281 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415



DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

Hierarchy - 150 Point TIN Errors 
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Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 

180.343 7.794 16.282 3.427 

67.448 3.491 8.321 0.620 

45.216 3.250 5.190 1.333 

39.035 2.064 5.264 0.691 

7.999 0.459 0.819 0.300 

197.376 14.079 26.815 4.202 

186.143 13.916 23.074 5.200 

124.633 10.573 18.355 3.670 

1.976 0.357 0.317 0.271 

64.601 5.570 8.106 2.520 

59.898 4.962 7.954 2.320 

2.622 0.417 0.389 0.322 

280.639 26.112 33.609 13.401 

21.695 3.632 4.074 2.011 

7.037 0.461 0.591 0.336 

6.531 0.622 0.925 0.334 

94.755 8.894 14.682 2.880 

40.180 4.003 5.580 1.640 

180.898 13.672 19.251 6.300 

65.449 4.446 8.396 1.860 

74.200 6.994 10.727 3.361 

82.999 3.320 6.929 1.181 

40.276 1.700 3.930 0.510 

5.777 0.813 0.765 0.589 

18.429 1.433 2.442 0.575 

90% 

15.601 

9.315 

8.288 

3.046 

0.753 

38.402 

35.250 

28.820 

0.762 

14.650 

11.340 

0.895 

68.301 

9.906 

0.886 

1.596 

26.110 

11.321 

35.750 

9.275 

15.751 

7.881 

3.615 

1.874 

3.855 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.281 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415



DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entnken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

Hierarchy - 300 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum 

180.343 

67.448 

45.216 

39.035 

7.999 

197.376 

186.143 

124.633 

1.976 

64.601 

59.898 

2.622 

280.639 

21.695 

7.037 

6.531] 

94.755 

40.180 

180.898 

65.449 

74.200 

82.999 

40.276 

5.777 

18.429 

  

Mean RMSE 50% 

7.182 16.426 2.500 

3.472 8.356 0.475 

3.144 5.274 1.053 

1.925 5.281 0.505 

0.459 0.819 0.300 

13.430 27.013 3.002 

13.952 23.326 5.150 

9.15] 18.368 2.130 

0.351 0.314 0.271 

5.277 8.234 1.895 

4.525 8.021 1.810 

0.414 0.389 0.322 

25.626 33.723 13.001 

3.616 4.073 2.032 

0.455 0.593 0.322 

0.618 0.931 0.334 

8.892 14.766 2.670 

3.950 5.585 1.565 

13.613 19.206 6.450 

3.956 8.401 1.290 

5.819 10.522 2.126 

3.195 6.989 0.860 

1.671 3.932 0.485 

0.772 0.767 0.512 

1.394 2.457 0.505 

171 

90% 

15.625 

9.350 

8.548 

2.820 

0.757 

38.702 

36.350 

26.150 

0.742 

14.830 

11.010 

0.892 

66.800 

9.907 

0.894 

1.635 

26.200 

11.320 

35.650 

8.310 

13.846 

8.080 

3.615 

1.863 

3.935 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.281 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415



DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

VIP - 75 Point TIN Errors 

  

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 

180.343 19.336 17.711 16.200 

67.448 4.142 7.201 2.281 

45.216 7.213 6.709 5.543 

39.035 4.101 5.445 2.623 

7.999 0.488 0.834 0.335 

197.376 28.354 27.165 22.807 

186.143 20.713 22.022 14.850 

134.250 40.723 38.302 26.720 

2.319 0.536 0.423 0.446 

69.378 12.225 12.564 8.355 

59.898 6.610 7475 4.215 

2.812 0.605 0.490 0.499 

280.639 42.453 45.481 27.613 

20.488 8.627 5.003 8.662 

7.037 0.683 0.683 0.495 

6.531 0.904 0.961 0.600 

94.755 13.134 14.960 7.590 

40.180 5.522 6.234 3.052 

180.898 24.337 21.012 21.350 

65.449 7.005 8.618 4.580 

80.284 15.373 14.745 11.510 

82.999 10.208 10.378 6.396 

40.276 4,983 3.851 4.349 

5.250 1.199 0.890 1.041 

22.330 2.945 3.386 2.040 

172 

90% 

36.575 

7.041 

16.063 

8.693 

0.793 

57.807 

46.900 

100.293 

1.153 

31.126 

15.335 

1.271 

104.414 

15.492 

1.436 

2.114 

33.520 

15.162 

50.049 

15.030 

37.400 

25.246 

9.884 

2.427 

6.750 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.281 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415



DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

VIP - 150 Point TIN Errors 

  

173 

Maximum Mean RMSE 50% 

180.343 13.972 16.761 10.475 

67.448 3.055 7.264 0.870 

45.216 5.352 6.040 3.536 

39.035 3.129 5.054 1.830 

7.999 0.461 0.806 0.324 

197.376 23.453 26.716 15.901 

186.143 12.321 16.594 $.250 

124.633 18.777 23.935 8.540 

1.898 0.480 0.362 0.405 

64.601 8.396 9.037 5.764 

59.898 5.169 6.743 3.145 

2.507 0.500 0.352 0.456 

280.639 30.812 37.557 17.105 

18.850 5.936 4.234 5.561 

7.037 0.465 0.572 0.355 

6.531 0.584 0.788 0.401 

94.755 9.637 14.035 4.370 

40.180 3.486 4.953 1.641 

180.898 19.157 18.796 15.150 

65.449 5.737 8.581 3.005 

80.284 11.775 13.097 8.032 

82.999 7.732 9.107 4.180 

40.276 2.458 3.072 1.695 

5.250 1.030 0.793 0.871 

19.143 2.195 2.565 1.400 

90% 

27.675 

6.095 

12.161 

5.835 

0.729 

52.200 

26.450 

54.107 

1.034 

19.334 

11.505 

0.958 

83.005 

11.891 

0.857 

1.201 

25.240 

9.711 

37.900 

12.740 

23.242 

20.851 

5.400 

2.123 

5.610 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.281 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415



DEM 

Anchorage 

Ashby Gap 

Belle Creek 

Bluemont 

Camas 

Crater Lake West 

Death Ridge 

Elliston 

Eloise 

Entriken 

Evergreen 

Hogansburg 

Honolulu 

Jabez 

Jackson 

Kalispell 

Lone Lake 

Madison 

Newport 

Oriskany 

Phantom Ranch 

Saxton 

Tiefort Mtns (SE) 

Washington West 

White Fish 

VIP - 300 Point TIN Errors 

Maximum 

180.343 

67.448 

45.216 

39.035 

7.999 

197.376 

186.143 

124.633 

1.814 

64.601 

59.898 

2.507 

280.639 

18.850 

7.037 

6.531 

94.755 

40.180 

180.898 

65.449 

74.200 

82.999 

40.276 

5.250 

16.918 

  

Mean RMSE 50% 

7.597 16.198 3.450 

2.228 6.941 0.455 

3.781 5.560 1.684 

2.197 4.924 0.870 

0.440 0.793 0.320 

16.397 25.998 7.301 

8.947 16.477 3.950 

13.227 20.177 5.010 

0.330 0.269 0.272 

4.549 6.929 2.500 

3.508 5.910 1.840 

0.432 0.315 0.379 

18.850 29.399 8.600 

3.221 3.330 2.007 

0.416 0.549 0.330 

0.423 0.767 0.218 

4.843 11.383 1.810 

2.226 4.426 0.851 

9.068 16.686 3.500 

3.923 8.273 1.505 

6.933 10.410 3.566 

4.195 6.930 2.061 

0.937 2.791 0.376 

0.737 0.689 0.511 

1.153 1.803 0.505 

174 

90% 

14.450 

2.480 

10.344 

4.025 

0.652 

44.500 

23.350 

37.730 

0.674 

9.905 

7.150 

0.764 

52.100 

8.262 

0.724 

0.921 

8.450 

4.771 

19.000 

7.960 

16.042 

9.821 

1.276 

1.649 

3.005 

Entropy 

2.913 

2.28] 

2.362 

1.880 

0.690 

3.106 

3.108 

3.167 

0.437 

2.818 

2.608 

0.254 

3.457 

1.580 

0.684 

0.765 

3.070 

2.153 

2.994 

2.893 

2.663 

2.520 

1.653 

1.001 

1.415
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